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ABSTRACT

The challenge to empower learners whose mathematical powers have been

underdeveloped has lead the author to search for and implement teaching

innovations designed to enhance students learning of mathematics.

Undergraduate students receive much of their exposure to mathematics during

lectures which are characterised by frontal teaching, a demonstration only by the

lecturer. Students are passive recipients of the lecturer's knowledge and end up

coming to lectures to gather information to learn at a later stage. The low level

activity inherent in traditional lectures results in most students not developing the

skills to grapple meaningfully with mathematical concepts and ideas. This has

prompted the author to investigate changing the format of lectures in the quest to

provide an environment in which students can engage more meaningfully with

mathematical concepts.

Adopting the position of education theorists who advocate that mathematics as a

meaningful activity is engendered by "doing" mathematics and that students must

be allowed to enter the culture of the mathematical enterprise, the author has

designed a teaching procedure called the "workshop-lecture". This mini-thesis

reports on an examination of the design and implementation of the "workshop-

lecture" which affords first year university students the opportunity to be involved in

meaningfu! mathematical activity.

This examination provides evidence that the format of the "workshop-lecture" is

conducive to more meaningful interaction amongst students and between lecturer
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and students than would be the case in a traditional lecture, even with constraints

such as venues with fixed, tiered seating and a relatively large class size of 56

students. lt also highlights issues such as lecturer interuention, and the learning

materials and aids that facilitate student interest and involvement in meaningful

mathematical activity. A way of expanding the notion of the "workshop-lecture" to

create oppoftunities for students to recognize more their own responsibility for their

learning is proposed, as wel! as a strong recommendation for changing the

curriculum to allow for meaningful involvement by students.
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CHAPTER 1

MOTIVATION

lnnovation can effect no more than to adapt education to a changing

society, or at best it can try to anticipate the change.

(Freudenthal, 1991 : 156)

1.1 INITIAL DOUBTS

ln 1993 Ifaced the challenge of developing and implementing an alternative first

year mainstream mathematics course at the University of the Western Cape (UWC).

This project formed part of an endeavour by the Mathematics Department of the

university to tackle the problem of the continued poor performance of students in

the first year courses. A report by the Depaftment of Mathematics, 'INTERVENTION

AT FIRST YEAR LEVEL MATHEMATICS", discusses strategies employed by the

Mathematics Department to improve the situation. ln a section headed THE WAY

AHEAD, the report (Department of Mathematics, 1991 : 7) concluded that

patch work will not work and the students need a longer time to

mature in the concepts that they have missed in their high school

mathematics make-up or have met in a very cursory manner.

1
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Chapter one

One of the proposed strategies to deal more comprehensively with the problem

was the development of a "Foundations Course" which would aim to "give students

a solid grounding in basic mathematics; develop study skills and discipline; change

students' perception of mathematics" (Department of Mathematics, 1991: 7).

Although dubbed as a "Foundations Course", this course had to be an extended

version of the regular first year mainstream mathematics course and was given an

official university title of Mathematics 11 41124. As is the case for the regular first

year course, the "Foundations Course" consists of two modules, Mathematics 114

(M114) the first semester module, and Mathematics 124 (M124) the second

semester module. Students identified to attend the course were those deemed by

the Mathematics Department to be "at risk", that is, those students who were judged

to be underprepared for the regular first year course. Many of these students

achieved a matric (school leaving) mathematics symbol of either at least a D (50% -

59%) on the Standard grade or an E (40 - 49%) on the Higher Grade. Students

attending the course register for one fewer subject (three instead of four) than those

students registered for the regular first year course, making it possible for them to

have four extra lecture sessions for mathematics. Whereas the regular first year

course has six lecture slots of 40 minutes each per week, the Foundations Course

has ten lecture periods of 40 minutes each per week.

lnitial ideas for the course were mainly linked to issues of content, time

management and supplementary materials such as videos which could evoke

student interest in mathematics. Backlog in content and weaknesses in algebraic

manipulations were posited as major reasons in explaining the failure of students

2
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Chapter one

in coping with first year mathematics. ln addition to the normal first year syllabus,

the course had to have a big component related to revision of aspects of school

algebra and an introduction to set theory. The extra lectures which these students

had at their disposal were mostly devoted to these additional topics and no real

attention was given to strategies to enhance the learning of mathematics by

students. Pedagogical issues related to approaches to learning was, for me at that

time, at best a secondary consideration and rarely entered the equation when !

planned for the course. One of the problems was that there was just not enough

time in the students' programme. lt was packed with so much content that the

overriding concern was to cover the syllabus. Twenty percent of the 64 students

starting the course dropped out. Questions on tests and examinations never

ventured beyond routine manipulations and even then at least 25 percent of those

writing the final examination had to be given a second chance to obtain a passing

grade. Since almost 50 percent of the students just about obtained a passing

grade, I was not sure that the goal of giving students a solid grounding in basic first

year mathematics was achieved. Students' perceptions of mathematics as

compartmentalised and a series of isolated skills, with mechanical manipulation of

symbols to obtain the right answer, were also not fundamentally altered.

By the end of 1993, I began questioning the major pedagogy underpinning the

course. The transmission mode, with the lecturer occupying centre stage, was the

modus operandi of lectures. These lectures were supported by small group tutorial

sessions which presented students with the opportunity of at least gaining some

space in coming to terms with some of the course work. That students were not

3
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Chapter one

gaining much insights in lectures became evident in these smaller more informal

sessrons.

1.2 SEEDS OF CHANGE, A FUNDAMENTAL SHIFT NECESSARY

The first seeds for making a fundamenta! shift in conceptualising the Foundations

Course were laid in 1993 when a visiting lecturer, who observed some of the

lectures, commented "Little attempt seem to be made to otfer students heuristics, or

ways of approaching the learning of mathematics, and alternative insights in the

content material" (Powel!, A.B. [1], 1993:1). ln his brief visithe introduced meto

the possibilities of investigative activities around the use of a graphics calculator.

He had developed "in-class laboratory sessions" which intended to provide

students with "rich mathematica! experiences" as well as to displace the lecturer

"from the authorative center and distribute authority among the students" (Powell,

A.B. [2], 1993: 3). We attempted two of the laboratory sessions Powell had

developed for his students attending a precalculus course at the Rutgers University,

Newark in the USA. Each of these sessions used up almost an entire week of

lectures, causing further cramming of the rest of the syllabus. Although these

laboratory sessions were not tailored to the conditions and courses within the

South African context, the experience did provide me with glimpses of possibilities

of shorter in-class laboratory sessions which would engage students more actively

and meaningfully with fundamental mathematical concepts.

!n 1994 my attempts at restructuring the Foundations Course turned around

4
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Chapter one

developing in-class experiences to involve students more actively during lectures.

The "Powell experience" was pointing away from the traditional lecture, with the

transmission mode of delivery as the chief conduit for exposing students to

mathematical ideas, towards a teaching procedure which will promote more

participatory and collaborative learning activity. I had taken on board the necessity

to search for teaching strategies that would enhance my students learning of

mathematics. To gain greater insight into the learning and teaching of mathematics

I enrolled for a Masters degree in Mathematics Education. This experience afforded

me the opportunity to be involved in a community of scholars grappling

collaboratively with issues about the learning and teaching of mathematics. During

these sessions I was exposed to the theories and practices of educators

questioning authoritative teaching practices. lt was also during these sessions that

I gained exposure to the Realistic Mathematics Education school of thought with

students' engagement in the mathematizing process as one of its major

underpinnings where mathematizing is described as "an organising and structuring

activity according to which acquired knowledge and skills are used to discover

unknown regularities, relations and structures" (De Lange, 1987: 43). Besides

stressing that learning mathematics is a "constructive activity" and that "learning of

a mathematical concept or skill is a process" (Treffers, 1991 : 24), proponents of the

Realisitic Mathematics Education school of thought also maintain that learning is a

socia! activity which is stimulated by "interaction" (Treffers, 1991 : 25).

During the first semester of 1994, I received a draft copy of the text produced by the

Harvard Calculus Reform Consortium which placed more emphasis on conceptual

5
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Chapter one

development of calculus. This text was produced in the context of producing a

"lean and lively" calculus course. lmpetus for changing the traditional calculus

courses was similar to that which we faced in South Africa. These include the

concern over access and dissatisfaction with students' performance (Huhges-

Hallet,1994: 1546). The reforms which this group instituted, advocate presenting

mathematica! concepts numerically and graphically, as well as the traditional

algebraic offerings. From this work I gleaned ideas which provided the scope to

develop student discussion activities around mathematical concepts in lectures.

Some of the activities included using technology which has given further impetus to

restructuring the curriculum and the formulation of investigative activities for

students to perform so as to understand some of the processes underlying

mathematical ideas.

lview 1994 as "the year of eclectic implementation" of a number of different

innovations. I made attempts throughout the year to implement strategies to

enhance the learning of mathematics by my students. What crystallised for me

during all these trials and experiments, was the necessity to involve students more

actively in the learning process as it unfolds in the lecture room. At most

universities, students are exposed to new mathematica! ideas in the lecture room.

It is thus necessary to take a look at the way students experience the learning of

mathematics during traditiona! lectures.

6
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1.3 TRADITIONAL LECTURES AND QUALITY OF STUDENT LEARNING

One of my past students, asked to comment on all lectures he attended, summed

up his view by saying, "... it's where someone stands in front and explains to the

best of his knowledge and hoping that the students will understand." This

viewpoint resonates with my own experience as a student, a teacher and a lecturer.

Having taught at high school and first year university leve!, I have gathered the

sense that the traditional lecture consolidates the negative features of the students'

schoo! learning experience. Powell (J.P.,1981: 206) typifies traditional teaching as:

a repeated demonstration of subject-matter knowledge and skills in

such a manner that the student is left with little to do beyond the

performance of routine intellectual and clerical tasks. The student

becomes a victim of the teacher's role, a receptacle for highly-

processed and over-simplified information which is quickly forgotten

once it has serued its purpose as examination fodder.

Traditional teaching is characterised by frontal delivery and is an articulation of the

teachers' knowledge. !t is how well students understand the teacher's way of

knowing and the desire on the teacher's part to cover the syllabus that dominates

classroom instruction. Passive reception by students is encouraged in this way at

the expense of students critical engagement with the subject matter. Most first year

university students suffer from years of conditioning about the role of the teacher

and classroom activity. They often expect to be taught by the "template method",

7
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Chapter one

that is, they expect to be provided with detailed algorithms and worked-out

solutions to sample problems, which they can, in turn, mimic on tests and

examinations. Unlike at school though, the volume of knowledge and the pace at

which it is delivered at university, does not afford students enough scope to keep

pace with the work being presented during lectures. lt is no wonder that students

end up coming to lectures not to understand or learn new material but to gather

information. Jenkins (1992: 66) echoes this sentiment when he states:

The one-way flow of the conventional lecture places far too many

potentia! demands on students - to listen to information, to note down

what they consider to be important, to relate it to previous knowledge.

It is not surprising that most can only attain low level recording of

information.

From summaries and discussion of research evidence on the lecture method,

Jenkins (1992: 64) cites two major problems with traditional lectures:

One is that generally attention and student learning deteriorate

markedly over the first 20 minutes or so. The second is that higher

level educational goals which involve understanding, the application

and evaluation of ideas, and so on, and which go beyond recall and

description, cannot be easily achieved when students are largely

passive, as they are during a conventional lecture.

I
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Chapter one

These higher level educational goals require learners to be active participants in

the meaning-making process. The lecturer-centred nature of traditional Iectures

does not encourage activities such as reflective discussion amongst students.

Consequently, learning during traditional lectures is superficial.

Some researchers make the distinction between "surface approaches" and "deep

approaches" to learning. A surface approach is one in which a student "reduces

what is to be learnt to the status of unconnected facts to be memorised. The

learning task is to reproduce the subject matter at a later date (eg in an exam)"

(Gibbs, 1992:2). With a deep approach, the student "attempts to make sense of

what is learnt, which consists of ideas and concepts. This involves thinking,

seeking integration between components and between tasks, and 'playing with

ideas"' (Gibbs, 1992: 2). Traditional lectures are more conducive to students

adopting "surface approaches" to the study of mathematics, consolidating rote

learning as the most effective way of learning.

The quality of student learning is inextricably bound to the quality of educational

provision. lncluded in the spectrum of issues determining such provision are the

teaching methods employed and supporting sessions such as tutorials. lt appears

that the traditional lecture does not afford students the opportunity to be engaged in

meaningfu! mathematical activity and in so doing develop "deep approaches" to

their learning of mathematics.

9
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1.4 SUMMARY

The quest to provide an environment in which students can engage more

meaningfully with mathematical concepts has prompted me to investigate changing

the format of traditiona! Iectures. I have adopted the position of educational

theorists, such as Alan Schoenfeld and Jean Lave, who advocate that meaningful

mathematical activity is engendered by "doing" mathematics and involvement by

students in what Powell (A.8.,1993 [1]: 3) describes as "the reality of mathematical

activity" and "the possibilities that they can use their mental powers to develop the

pafticular disciplined habits of the mind that mathematicians use". Towards this

goal ! have developed a procedural framework for my lectures which I cal!

"workshop-lectures".

The aim of this mini-thesis is to reflect on the design and implementation of the

"workshop-lecture" for engaging students at first year university level in meaningful

mathematical activity. ln Chapter Two ! will unpack the major features of

meaningful mathematical activity and how these impact on the pedagogy inherent

in traditional lectures. The "workshop-lecture" is defined and explicated in Chapter

Three which presents the research procedure and method. Chapters Four and

Five provide an analysis and discussion of the data collected. A reflective

discussion on research methodology and of the theoretical implications of the

findings, as wel! as possible practical adaptations are presented in Chapter Six

which closes with a brief summary of the main conclusions and recommendations

that ensue from the discussions in the previous chapters.

10
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

ln the community of mathematics educators, the view of

mathematics as a system of definitions, rules, principles, and

procedures that must be taught as such is being exchanged for the

concept of mathematics as a process in which the student must

engage. (Gravemeijer, 1994: 443)

2.1 LECTURES AND TRADITIONAL TEACHING

Part of the experience which students bring with them to university is the

perception that mathematics is situated within the realm of certain knowledge.

These formalist notions of mathematical knowledge establishes for mathematics a

neutrality and an existence "out there" not tainted by cultural and social

considerations. Mathematics is presented by teachers as "a system of definitions,

rules, principles, and procedures" (Gravemeijer, 1994: 443) giving the impression

that mathematics has a strict hierarchical structure. An authoritarian relationship is

induced, placing the "intellectual authority" (Lampert, 1990: 32) in the teacher and

the textbook. Unquestionable acceptance of this authority by students is normative,

perpetuating the alienation many students experience towards mathematics.

Concepts are handed down by the teacher in a manner divorced from the

processes that give them life. Knowing mathematics is signalled by quickly getting

11
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Chapter two

the right answer which is a function of remembering and applying the correct rule.

Knowledge of mathematics is thus predicated by the remembrance of rules, so that

doing mathematics means following the rules as explicated by the teacher.

Students react against their estrangement towards mathematics by their total

dependence on the authority figures and a distance from their own intuitions.

This experience by students of mathematics as disconnected pieces of information

to be learnt and regurgitated in tests and examinations is consolidated and

perpetuated at university. My observations has been that our first year university

students are bombarded with a great deal of content relative to what they are

accustomed to at school level. Lectures are accompanied by tutorial sessions

which provide them with the opportunity to discuss problems related to lectures, but

there is a disjuncture between the lecture presentation and the way in which

students take up the problems. They attempt to ape the examples used in lectures

or those set out in textbooks without much attention to the processes that produce

the results. There does not seem to be any time given for students to explore ideas

deeply, thus consolidating their understanding and building "confidence in their

abilities to generate and codify mathematical knowledge as wet! as to do

mathematicsthat has already been codified" (powell, A.8., lggs [1]: 1) Students

are not exposed to the "reality of mathematical activity" which supersedes the

superficial task of remembering definitions and statements of theorems.

lnherent in the traditional lecture is the absence of meaningful mathematical activity

on the part of students. The completeness of presentation by the lecturer beties the

12
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Chapter two

hours the lecturer spent in preparing for the talk, especially if it is the first time round

that she is presenting the course being offered. lncluded in her preparation are

many "habits of the minds", which "characterize how mathematicians think about

phenomena" (Powell, A. 8., 1993 [1]: 3). lt is via these habits that mathematicians

make sense of mathematical ideas and develop a means of communicating with

them. That students do not obtain this facility can be attributed to the practice of

mathematics being taught "as received knowledge rather than as something that

(a) should fit together meaningfully and (b) should be shared" (Schoenfeld, 1990:

6). !n the next section I will explore what these "habits of the minds of

mathematicians" are and in the process explicate what can be constructed as

meaningful mathematical activity.

2.2 MEANINGFULMATHEMATICALACTIVITY

!n an exercise with the mathematics department at UWC, Powell (A.8., 1993 [1]:  )

engaged mathematicians about their habits of the mind as they went about their

business as researchers. Out of the ensuing discussion, 15 activities were

identified. Some of these activities could be listed under three habits of the mlnd of

a mathematician which Powell had illustrated, namely: "thinking deductively,

justifying conjectures, and posing 'what if' questions". A fourth activity that

emerged strongly through this exercise was the social nature of the mathematicians

enterprise. "Consulting others", either directly in the office, the tea room, and

seminars, or indirectly via conference papers, journal articles, and texts, was a

unanimously agreed upon habit which afforded mathematicians with insights that

13
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Chapter two

assisted their own research.

The exercise referred to above begins to shed light on what some mathematicians

consider to be meaningful mathematical activity. Schoenfeld (1990: 9) captures

this for me when, in summary, he asserts that:

Mathematics is an inherently social activity, in which a community of

trained practitioners (mathematica! scientists) engages in the science

of patterns - systematic attempts, based on observation, study, and

experimentation, to determine the nature or principles of regularities

in systems defined axiomatically or theoretically ('pure math') or

models of systems abstracted from real world objects ('applied math').

Stressing mathematical activity as a social enterprise challenges the stamp of

certainty given to mathematical knowledge by traditionalists. !t would appear that

mathematical knowledge, far from being accepted as absolute truths, reflect "our

best current understanding of the quasi-empirical data out of which our

understanding of mathematics is built" (Schoenfeld, 1990: 9). Mathematicians

have to convince the mathematical community at large in order to assert the validity

of their arguments. Truth in mathematics is thus socially defined and arrived at

through collaboration with members of the mathematical community.

Meaningful mathematica! activity also involves learning to think mathematically.

This habit of the mind, according to Schoenfeld includes "mathematical sense-

14
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Chapter two

making" which he posits as "developing competence with the tools of the trade, and

using those tools in the service of the goal of understanding structure"

(Schoenfeld, 1990: 9). Schoenfeld is here drawing an analogy with a craftsperson

actually using shop tools to construct an item and not just knowing how to use

these tools. lt is the former practice which actually makes him/her a craftsperson.

The tools of mathematics are considered by Schoenfeld to be "abstraction, symbol

representation, and symbolic manipulation" (Schoenfeld, 1990: 9). !n order to be

involved in mathematical sense-making, mathematicians need not only to know

about the tools of mathematics, but they need to actively use these tools. lt is in this

actual "doing" of mathematics that mathematicians make sense of the particular

dynamics that underlie the relationships between mathematical objects and are

enabled to make contributions to the bank of mathematical knowledge.

Mathematical practice, that is the way mathematicians engage with mathematics, is

thus a specific cultural practice within which the practitioners are mathematicians.

To become a mathematician would mean to enter this practice and take on board

the specific culturaltraits that governs the practice.

2.3 MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE AND -COGNITIVE' APPRENTICESHIP

It has been argued above that mathematicians make sense of mathematical ideas

by "doing" mathematics which , necessarily, entails their engagement with the

"tbols of their trade". What is suggested, then, for aspirant mathematicians to

become members of the mathematical community, is that they need to learn how to

15
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Chapter two

do mathematics as practitioners would. This is best achieved in the cauldron of

mathematical practice in which "on site learning" can take place as in the case of

craft apprenticeship. The term "cognitive apprenticeship" (Brown, Collins, Duguid,

1989: 32) has been proposed for the skills usually associated with traditional

teaching. Elements of such "cognitive apprenticeship" begin to make their

appearance at the graduate level when students have to behave as practitioners to

develop their conceptual understanding. These aspiring professionals engage in

the "habits of the minds of mathematicians" which they learn through their

apprenticeship with senior professionals and their exposure to the wider

mathematical community via work presented at conferences and workshops, and in

journals and other recognised texts. What is central to all forms of apprenticeship is

that learning is achieved through participation in a community of practice, and that

this participation takes place in a cultural setting which is determined by the

collective wisdom and collaboration characteristic of the specific community.

!n her study of situated activity, Lave (1989) stresses that learning does not take

place "sui generis", but rather that learning is a function of the learners "changing

participation in a culturally designed setting." Lave describes learning as

"legitimate peripheral participation" in which the learner as a "newcomer" has

"legitimate access to ongoing community practice" and develops "a changing

understanding of practice over time from improved opportunities to participate

peripherally in ongoing activities of the community" (Lave: 1989). lt is the

newcomers participation in the activities of the community which is an important

condition for learning. Newcomers become full participants or "oldtimers" by their
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growing engagement with authentic activities, that is, recognized activities, of the

community of practice.

Drawing on research conducted by Jordan (1989) on Yucatec Mayan midwives,

Lave observes that it would be ditficult to find evidence that suggests that direct

teaching is the way in which midwives obtain know-how in order to practise the skill

of midwifery. lnherent to such apprenticeships are resources by which newcomers

develop the knowledgeable skil! to become oldtimers not characteristic of teaching.

Newcomers are aware at the outset of what is expected of them. They are people

who have a broad overview of the practice's artifacts and goals and thus make a

conscious decision to become newcomers and enter the community of practice.

Newcomers are also accepted by the community as legitimate participants. This

affords them the opportunity to develop their knowledge and skill in the process of

taking on more responsibilities, doing more of what is expected of oldtimers.

To enable students of mathematics to learn mathematics as effectively as craft

apprentices come to learn to use the tools of their trade means changing the

participation structure of the traditional classroom. lntervention at the classroom

leve! is necessary since it is predominantly the site of learning in which our

students experience and develop their understanding of the nature of the

mathematical enterprise. ln particular, at UWC, first year students are for the first

time in direct contact with "oldtimers", the research mathematicians who are their

lecturers and tutors. The continuing experience of the lecturers as practitioners can

more readily be made transparent to students in the lecture halls. A quasi-
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apprentice relationship could be constructed in which students are accepted as

"legitimate peripheral participants" involved, at their level, in mathematical sense-

making.

However, unlike the newcomers cited in the midwifery example above and other

similar apprenticeships, most first year students have not made the conscious

decision to be newcomers. Their "bad" prior experience have consolidated an

impaired and truncated view of mathematics and mathematica! practice. lt is thus

not de facto, given the opportunity to be involved in meaningful mathematical

activity, that our students can immediately accept their roles as newcomers who

have a broad overview of the mathematical enterprise and who would want to

develop the "habits of minds of mathematicians" as the most effective way of

learning mathematics. Learning to participate in activities that lend themselves to

more meaningful mathematical activity is one of the first hurdles that must be

cleared. Educating students about what knowing mathematics entails, involves

something which is different to that pertaining in traditional classrooms. As Lampert

(1990: 58) remarks, it is "Like teaching someone to dance, it requires some telling,

some showing, and some doing it with them along with regular rehearsals".

2.4 THE CLASSROOM AS A'LOCAL INTELLECTUAL COMMUNIW"

!n craft apprenticeships, as is the case in most graduate classes at universities,

there are sufficient numbers of "oldtimers" to induce "newcomers" to the culture and

practice of the particular community of practice. Typically, young professional
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mathematicians work on a one-to-one basis with experienced mathematicians. !n

some cases the number of "oldtimers" even exceeds the number of "newcomers",

with a graduate student enjoying the collective experience of more than one

supervisor. The situation for "newcomers" is even more favourable at mathematics

conferences. Graduates and young professionals find themselves surrounded by a

whole host of "oldtimers" participating in the business of communicating their

research. Undergraduate classes and the school classrooms present a different

scenario. Besides being confronted by a large number of students who have not

made the conscious decision to be "newcomers", it is not possible to teach students

mathematics by having them interact with practitioners as graduate students would.

What is possible though, is affording students the opportunity to enter the culture of

mathematical practice by allowing them to engage in authentic mathematical

activity. Based on the notion of "intellectual community", Schoenfeld works at

making his problem solving classes "microcosms of selected aspects of

mathematical practice and culture" (Schoenfeld, 1990: 17). The emphasis is

strongly on student participation in the classroom in ways which reflect some of "the

values of the mathematical community at large" (Schoenfeld, 1990: 17).

The classroom and its participants, namely the students and the teacher, form an

"aftificia!" community, or a "local intellectual community" in which the notion of

localization is conceptualised as: "a contribution is significant if it helps the

particular intellectual community advance its understanding in important ways"

(Schoenfeld, 1990: 18). ln this setting students generate "mathematics" and
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generalizable mathematical strategies which contributes to the bank of

mathematical knowledge of their "local" community.

Schoenfeld is suggesting a pedagogy that allows students to enter the culture of

mathematical practice at their level, that is, that students engage in meaningful

mathematica! activities "at a level commensurate with their knowledge and abilities"

(Schoenfeld, 1990:20). Underlying this pedagogy is the social nature of the

mathematica! enterprise and the way in which mathematicians contribute to the

mathematical community's knowledge bank. ln the exercise on the "habits of the

minds of mathematicians" to which I referred in section 2.2 above, consultation was

cited as a major activity of practitioners. Students interaction in their "loca!

intellectual community" allows for "loca! consultation" and discussion in which

some students, gaining in confidence and understanding, increasingly take on the

mantle of "oldtimers".

2.5 SUMMARY

ln this chapter I have laid the theoretical basis for a didactica! procedure which I am

proposing as an alternative to traditional lectures. I have called this procedure a

"workshop-lecture" as it has evolved out of experiences which attempted to

enhance the learning of students during lecture sessions as traditiona! lectures did

not allow for meaningful mathematical activity on the part of students. ln order to

arrive at an alternative procedure it was necessary to explicate what meaningful

mathematical activity entails and how possibly to induct such activity in the lecture
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room.

Meaningful mathematical activity finds its expression in the view that posits that

mathematical practice is a specific cultural practice within which the practitioners

are mathematicians. Mathematicians make sense of mathematica! ideas and

contribute to the bank of mathematical knowledge by "doing" mathematics. Aspirant

mathematicians are inducted into the culture of mathematical practice by

apprenticeship into the community of mathematicians. Usually this achieved

through a relationship between an "oldtimer" (an expected, experienced knower of

the community of practice) and a few "newcomers" who have made the conscious

decision to become part of the community of practice (that is, "oldtimers").

Students should be afforded the opportunity to enter the culture of mathematical

practice. This can be achieved (Schoenfeld) by transforming traditional classes

into "local intellectua! communities" in which students are involved at their leve! in

"doing" mathematics. ln chapter three I provide a description of a teaching

procedure which attempts to simulate an environment that affords students the

opportunity to engage in authentic mathematical practice. The rest of chapter three

and the ensuing chapters detail the investigation of this simulation which is

conducted in an educational setting characterised by relatively large student

numbers and by students who have not made the conscious decision to be

"newcomers" in the community of mathematicians.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHOD AND PROCEDURE

Soul-searching isn't everybody's business, but change through

accident can be a source of search, just as search can lead to

change. (Freudenthal, 1991: 158)

3.1 INTRODUCTION

ln an attempt to capture some of the aspects of meaningful learning activity

discussed in the previous chapter, and bearing in mind that the students need to be

weaned from being passive receivers of knowledge into more active learners, I

have developed a teaching procedure which I have called the "workshop-lecture".

Section 3.2 provides a description of a typical "workshop-lecture" as I have

developed it working within the constraints of the students' academic timetable and

the venues provided by the university.

The "workshop-lecture" has been conceived within the paradigm which holds that

mathematics is a social activity and that students should engage in meaningful

mathematical activity in order to enhance their learning of mathematics. Thus,

practical examination of the effectiveness of the "workshop-lecture" should also

bring under scrutiny these theoretical underpinnings. My experience of trying out

innovations in teaching also suggested development and modification of the actual
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syllabus constructed around the subject matter, thus the necessity for integrating

instructional issues with considerations of curriculum changes. For the purpose of

my thesis I have turned to the research methodology of developmental research as

explicated by Freudentha! (1991) and Gravemeijer (1994). An outline of this

research methodology is presented in section 3.3.

Section, 3.4, sets out the general implementation plan for collecting data and

includes the data gathering techniques ! used.

3.2 THE "WORKSHOP-LECTURE"

A "workshop-lecture" is conceived as a hybrid of lecturing and workshopping

activity. lt is conducted during the norma! period allocations for the subject.

Sessions are thus, in UWC's context, either single periods of 40 minutes or double

periods of 90 minutes with a five to ten minute break within the session. Essentially

five overlapping types of activities occur in a "workshop-lecture". These are

(1) Whole group interaction: The lecturer engages the whole class

interactively.

(2) Small group interaction: Students engage in small groups with lecturer

circulation and/or lecturer interaction.

(3) Lecturer circulation: The lecturer moves amongst students while they are
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interacting in small groups, possibly taking paft in their discussions.

(4) Lecturer intervention: While circulating the lecturer interacts with the whole

class based on observations made in a small group.

(5) Plenary: Either students from various groups present the results of their

discussion with conclusions drawn for the class by the lecturer, or a

discussion in lecture format is given on the concepts discussed in the small

groups, or a combination of these.

The time given to these activities vary dependent on the topic under study during a

session.

!n order to facilitate the "doing of mathematics" during the "workshop-lecture"

particular types of learning materials are made available. An essential

characteristic of these materials is that it should engage students in discussion,
i

debate and reflection of the relevant mathematical ideas. For the purposes of this

study, integral parts of the learning materials were worksheets and graphic

calculators.

The worksheets:

A worksheet determines the framework of the lecture. The questions posed

or the investigations suggested on the worksheets drive the discussions'of

the lecture. The completed worksheets of each lecture together constitute
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the core notes for any particular section of the work.

Technology:

Beside having an impact on what we teach, the advance in technology has

increased the store of teaching and learning tools that can be employed for

more active engagement with mathematical concepts. With their ability to

easily perform complex computations, sketch graphs and manipulate

symbolic information, technology such as calculators and computers allow

for the connection to be made among the numerical, graphical and symbolic

points of view. ln some of the "workshop-lecture" sessions students use a

graphics calculator, (the Texas Instrument 85: Tl-85), in their investigation of

mathematical concepts as proposed by the worksheets. The graphics

calculator (GC) has been employed since it is easily held and used in one's

hand, and can be transported to any venue.

Table 3.1 describes a typical "workshop-lecture" session over a double period

dealing with the topic "Using the derivative". The worksheet for the session

appears in Appendix 1. The "workshop-lecture" described here took place in a

Iecture hall, which has fixed, tiered seating. Students form groups of two or three

where they are seated so that collaboration and discussion amongst them can take

place. Although the graphic calculator is not mentioned on the worksheet for this

particular session, a set of graphic calculators was available in the venue.

Students would make use of the graphic calculator if they deem it necessary for

their investigation.
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Stage Activity Time

1 Whole group interaction 8 minutes

2 Small group interaction and lecturer circulation 7 minutes

3 Plenary 1 5 minutes

4 Small group interaction and lecturer intervention 10 minutes

5 Small group interaction and lecturer circulation 10 minutes

Break 5 minutes

6 Whole group interaction 5 minutes

7 Small group interaction and lecturer intervention 10 minutes

8 Plenary 2 10 minutes

I Whole group interaction 10 minutes

10 Small group interaction and lecturer circulation 8 minutes

11 Plenary 3 2 minutes

Chapter three

Table 3.1: Typical "workshop-lecture" session of 90 minutes
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3.3 DEVELOPMENTAL RESEARCH

Essentia! to developmental research is that curriculum development is not divorced

from the goal of changing educational practice, which is improvement of practice.

So, from his position that the purpose of educational research is "change",

Freudenthal (1991) stresses that in educational practice, research and curriculum

development should not be separated. Freudenthal's conception of educational

development thus embeds curriculum development in a more holistic framework

"which embraces all the developmental activities and interventions between the

initial idea and an actual change in educational practice" (Gravemeijer, 1994: 444).

Centra! to Freudenthal's concept of developmental research is that, in educational

practice, research and development should be interwoven by their cyclical

alternation. Gravemeijer (1994: 449) describes a cycle as follows:

What is invented behind the desk is immediately put into practice;

what happens in the classroom is consequently analyzed, and the

result of this analysis is used to continue the developmental work.

The cyclical alternation of research and development in this way provides a greater

synthesis between what Freudenthal (1991: 160) refers to as "development

ensuing from research" and "research as fall-out of development". Also, this cyclic

process is "more efficientwhen the cycle is shorte/'(Gravemeijer, 1994:449). To

ensure that research and development are not separated, educationa!
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development must take place within the educational environment. Consequently,

developmental research deals with "Research rn, rather than on Mathematics

Education, not in order to exclude the latter, but to emphasise the former"

(Freudenthal, 1991 : 158).

Each cycle in developmenta! research is a consequence of and preceded by the

developer engaging in a thought-experiment conceived by a question or

wonderment arising from the need for change in the classroom. lnstructiona!

design, "What is developed behind the desk", is formulated via the developer's

deliberation with respect to lesson content and delivery style. Evidence which

supports or negates hypotheses or ideas arising as a consequence of the thought-

experiment are then sought in a teaching experiment, that is, in practice. Feedback

from the teaching experiment results in new thought experiments inducing the

iterative character of development research.

An overarching concern of developmental research is the development of a global

theory, which on the one hand provides a general framework for local instruction

theories, and which on the other hand develops during the process of research and

development. This theory "guides developmental work" and "functions as a basis

for a learning process by the developed'(Gravemeijer, 1994: 449). During the cyclic

alternation of thought experiment and teaching experiment the local theories are

explicated. The basic tenets of the global theory are elaborated and refined in the

analyses of these local theories. This "reconstruction" of the global theory in

practice ensures "theoretical progress" (Gravemeijer, 199a) by allowing adaptation
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of the general framework to the changing conditions in which it develops

Developmental research is situated within the realm of qualitative research.

lmportance is placed on the interpretation of the events as they unfold in the

teaching experiment so as to deepen our understanding of the nature of the

activities involved in the process. An important step in the analyses and

interpretation of the mainly qualitative data is, according to Gravemeijer (quoting

from Smaling), "the construction of categories of data and the construction of

concepts" (1994: 454).

Another essential feature of developmental research is the issue of dissemination -

what is transmitted so that an innovation can be implemented and further

developed. Since the credibility of the educational project is at stake,

dissemination cannot be divorced from the developmental process. Towards this

end, knowledge of the processes that give life to an innovation is essential. One

must be clear about how the product of research activity, manifested as a teaching

innovation, came about as such a product can be interpreted in different ways. This

knowledge is crucial if an innovation in education development is to be sensibly

used. Gravemeijer (1994: 452) elucidates this further when he states that:

An educational experiment cannot be repeated in the same manner,

under the same conditions. Therefore new knowledge will have to be

legitimized by the process by which this new knowledge was gained.
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The researcher thus needs to report on as much of the developmental process as

possible which demands that the researcher be in a constant state of reflection. As

thought experiments are the cradle of developmenta! research, repofting on them is

also fundamental to explicating the processes that produces the final innovation.

Developmental research is thus an integrated approach to curriculum development

with change or improvement of practice as its major goal. By adopting the

developmental research approach, I intend to distil and examine the ways in which

the "workshop-lecture" affords students the opportunity to engage in authentic

mathematical practice as a means of enhancing their learning of mathematics.

3.4 IMPLEMENTATION AND DATA COLLECTION

3.4.1 GENERAL PLAN

The participants in this study were the 56 students who registered in 1995 to do the

"Foundations Course" referred to in chapter one and myself as the Iecturer. There

were 16 female students (28,57%\ and 40 male students (71,43%). Eleven of

these students had exposure to first year mathematics at UWC. The duration of this

exposure ranged from 2 weeks to a whole academic year. Table 3.2 provides a

profile of the students in terms of their matric symbol for mathematics.
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Symbo! Number of students

Standard Grade D 28

Standard Grade C 14

Standard Grade B 7

Standard Grade A 1

Higher Grade E 6

Chapter three

Table 3.2: Students profile (matric symbo! for mathematics)

For the purposes of collecting data ! decided to implement two cycles in the manner

of developmental research. Given that the academic semester at UWC is only

twelve and half weeks, and that my 1994 experience indicated that I needed to

establish the tenor of the course right at the outset, ! decided to expose my students

very early on in the semester to the way I perceived the "workshop-lecture" to

operate. The first cycle was thus planned for the first three weeks of the semester.

The second cycle was planned for implementation 2 weeks after, also over a three

week period. This was to allow time to reflect on the first cycle, engage in a

thought experimentation, and plan the instructional setting for the second cycle.

The short duration of the semester, together with the students' intense academic

programme, did not allow time to focus on a single mathematical topic over the two

cycles. However, I did not consider this as a problem as the purpose of this thesis

is to test the central hypothesis of the effectiveness of "workshop-lecture" as a
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teaching strategy which atforded students the opportunity to engage in meaningful

learning. The second cycle would thus present the opportunity to test the

accumulative effecf of the two cycles on the way students worked and performed.

ln particular, cycle two is intended to provide sharper focus of some of the pertinent

issues raised in cycle one.

3.4.2 DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

I made use of the following data collection techniques to obtain the data for

analyses and interpretation.

Observational notes

These include my own observations of each session during the course of the

experiment, as well as those of two colleagues who agreed to observe some

of the sessions. My own observational notes were in the form of a diary, so

that they included "obseryations, feelings, reactions, interpretations,

reflections, hunches, hypothesis, and explanations" (EIIiott, 1981: 10). I

entered these diary notes immediately after each session.

a

a Questionnaires

A short questionnaire, appendix 2, to obtain the views of the students on

mathematics and the learning of mathematics based of their previous

experience of mathematics classes.
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Document analyses

Students'written assignments and tests, and the "worksheets" used during

the "workshop-lecture" sessions, were also collected for analyses.

lnterviews

Semi-structured interviews with at least 30 percent of the class. These were

structured around pre-set questions, but freedom was allowed for the

students to digress and raise their own topics as the interview progresses.

Photographs

Two sessions were photographed by an observer to visually capture the

operation of these sessions as a source of triangulation.

Triangulation

This is more of a method than a technique which is used to compare and

contrast evidence obtained from different sources so as to establish a

greater degree of reliability in the analysis of the data. lt also allows for

"competitive argumentation" around points of disagreement between two

observers of the same activity.

3.5 SUMMARY

ln this chapter a description of the "workshop-lecture" as a teaching procedure to

engage students in meaningful mathematical activity is given. An example of a
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typical "workshop-lecture" session and the types of activities that occur, is provided.

The research methodology of developmental research is adopted for the purposes

of investigating the implementation of the "workshop-lecture" in the setting of a first

year mathematics class at UWC. !n the manner of devetopmenta! research, the

investigation is planned over two cycles, employing data collecting techniques

appropriate for gathering mainly qualitative data. Cycle one is an initial

reconnaissance stage providing the first sweep of issues related to implementing

the "workshop-lecture". The data to be collected in cycle two will provide further

evidence to tease out these issues. Chapters four and five report on and sets out

the analysis of the data collected for cycles one and two, respectively.
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CYCLE ONE

Secondly, students cannot know without training how to do

something. lt is not giving a person autonomy to throw him into water

without teaching him how to swim. Such an approach grants him

neither success nor satisfaction. Skills are most rapidly learned

where most conscientiously taught, and where structures are set up to

allow for their practice. (Potts, 1981 : 1 1 1)

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF CYCLE ONE

Cycle one was implemented over the first three weeks of the first semester. The

students were given time in the first session to complete a questionnaire. A copy of

the questionnaire appears in appendix 2. The intention of the questionnaire was to

gather information to gain some insight of the expectations students might have of

lectures in mathematics.

To drive the sessions of the cycle, I produced a series of "worksheets" on the first

chapter of the course which included the function concept, graphs and features of

functions (increasing/decreasing, local/global minima and maxima, concavity and

inflection points, and continuity). The intention was to give the students an

opportunity to develop an intuitive feel for some of these concepts which would be
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given more rigour later on in the course.

I had planned for two colleagues to obserue some of the sessions, as well to video

record two of the sessions. A colleague, Jansie Niehaus (hereafter referred to as

JN), who also serued as research assistant to the mathematics depaftment at UWC,

and who observed and participated in my lectures in 1994, attended at least two

sessions per week. This enabled me to immediately share my reflections with her

and she provided me with the observational notes she had made over the period of

the cycle. See appendix 3, Academic Development Journal (3-3-95), for her

overall remarks, as well as her observations as a pafticipant-observer in one of the

sessions of cycle one. Unfortunately, the second colleague could not attend this

early in the semester, as well as the video crew let me down at the last moment.

After each session I made observational notes which included any discussion I had

with students immediately after lectures or when students consulted me in my

office. These notes I have cross-referenced with those of my colleague's, and they

serue as the major source of analyses and discussion for the first cycle. Given the

lack of data for more effective triangulation, ! have included anecdotes from my

observationa! notes to serve as "evidence" for one or two tentative assertions.

4.2 STUDENTS' INITIAL VIEW OF MATHEMATICS AND THE LEARNING OF
MATHEMATICS

ln this section an attempt is made to establish the effect students' previous

experience of mathematics classes might have on the implementation of the
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"workshop-lecture". This would affect the pace at which the innovation would be

implemented.

Tables 4.1 to 4.5 below are constructed from the students' responses to the

questionnaire given in appendix 2.

Table 4.1: Students' responses to the question "what is mathematics?" Number
of student responses =47.

Category ot/o Representative quotes from questionnaire
A. Mathematics is problem
solving.

27,66 Mathematics is the study of finding methods to solve
problems.
Getting solutions for problems.

B. Mathematics is the
manipulations of numbers.

21,28 Mathematics is the study or the science that deals with
numbers.
Mathematics is a means of measuring and of
manipulating numbers to get a satisfactory answer.

C. Mathematics is a way of
thinking.

2'1,28 It is an alternate way of broadening your mind.
It is a subject which asks you to think logically.

D. Mathematics is a
language.

12,76 Mathematics is a language that uses numbers,
quantities and so on in order to communicate
information.

E. Mathematics is
interesting and a challenge.

8,51 It is a fun and exciting subject, a bit challenging, but if
you play your part it will be of your second nature.

F. Mathematics is relevant
for under- standing the
world.

8,51 A powerful tool, a necessity if one wants to become a
good physicist, chemist or whatever filed of science
one wants to become involved with.
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Category otto Representative quotes from questionnaire
A. Undermining of ability. 31,92 Some people think mathematics is not for them

because they are not as clever as others.
They believe that they cannot do it. They are not
confident enough.

B. Mathematics is
difficult/complex
/complicated.

27,66 Mostly they believe that mathematics is difficult.
Most people see mathematics as a complex subject
which requires some serious reasoning.

C. "Lazy" attitude. 19,15 People don't like to struggle. They want everything
smoothly.
They are lazy and do not want to think.

D: Discouraged by
teachers.

8,51 The way mathematics is presented makes many
people feel turned off by it.

E. Mathematics is not
relevant.

8,51 They don't see the point of doing it.

F. Wrong approach. 4,25 Because they like memorising and you will never learn
maths by memorising, you'll have to understand it.

Chapter four

Table 4.2: Students' responses to "why people cannot do mathematics". Number
of student responses = 47.

Table 3: Students' response to " What does it mean to understand
mathematics". Number of student responses = 47.

Category otto Representative quotes from questionnaire
A. "Know" what you

are doing.

27,66 To understand means not merely solving problems as
such, but trying to understand the mechanics of
mathematics.
Being able to explain how to get to an answer even if
the answer is wrong, i.e. understand each and every
step.

B. To be able to solve
problems.

21,28 You must know what a "problem" is about and you
must be able to solve it.
To look at a mathematical problem and be able to get a
solution.

C. Understand the basic
principles.

2',1,29 To understand maths is to know the basic principles on
which allthe concepts are built.
To know the concepts and rules of maths.

D. Apply in everyday life 17,02 I believe understanding maths means able to apply the
maths concepts into our everyday living. How exactly I

don't know.
Understanding mathematics means able to relate the
theoretical side of maths like solving equations, to daily
use in the work{ield.

E. Know formulas. 6,38 To know what formula to use in cefiain problems.
F. Your"approach" 6,38 You have to know how to confront it and not to let it get

the better of you.
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Table 4: Students' response to "How do you feel about mathematics".
Number of student responses = 47.

Category ol/o

A. Positive 87,23

B. Negative 't2,77

Further analysis of Table 4:

Eleven of the students who had indicated a positive feeling towards mathematics

gave negative reactions in explaining their experiences and notions of

mathematics. These students would describe mathematics as difficult, causing them

headaches, and did not enjoy mathematics periods at school.

Of the positive contingent, 19 expressed determination to "work hard at it" as

underlying their present feeling towards mathematics.

Twenty students attributed their positive feeling in terms of their "enjoyment" of

mathematics or relished the "cha!!enge" of it.

Of the 6 negative feelings, 3 saw no relevancy in doing mathematics and 3 cited

their own incapabilities for their feelings.
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Table 4.5: Students' reasons for "enjoyable" classroom experience
Number of student responses = 39.

Category olto

A. 'When able to solve a problem" 46,15

B. Role of the teacher 33,33

C. "Maths is a practicalcourse" 12,82

D. "Working together" 7,69

4.3 INITIAL RECONNAISSANCE . CYCLE ONE

The analysis for this section is constructed from my own observationa! notes which I

have crosschecked with those of a colleague, JN, provided in appendix 3.

ln this initia! reconnaissance ,l have discerned three interrelated issues which I

have identified as:

The effect of students' previous experience of "doing maths".

.I*.
w

a

a

What can be afforded as the result of the mechanism of the "workshop-

lecture".

The learning materials and aids used to get students involved in meaningfu!

mathematical activity.

a
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What stands out as a central point of departure is how the "workshop-lecture" as a

teaching procedure allows for the integrated consideration of issues related to

constructing an environment which affords students the opportunity to engage in

meaningful mathematica! activity. Although, not the "magic method", it provides a

framework to introduce elements of authentic mathematical practice in the

classroom. lt is in this spirit that I take on board JN's remarks when she states in her

journal that:

LK is also practicing action research very actively! His thorough

planning is upset every lecture, as he realises what is necessary or

lacking every step of the way. ... So one can't say the "magic method"

is workshops, or calculators, or writing, action research, or whatever -

it is the integrated use of these things that we have to evaluate.

(Appendix 3: 88)

4.3.1 THE EFFECT OF STUDENTS' PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OF 'DOING
MATHS"

The in-class activity that students were accustomed to at schoo! was the working

out of a set number of problems at the end of a section or chapter from the text the

teacher was employing for the course. Discussing mathematical concepts or ideas

which are building blocks for the definition of concepts seem to be a foreign

exercise. This appeared evident in the first two sessions, both double lectures,

when most of the groups took some time to get started with the discussions related
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to the function concept that did not involve manipulation and arriving at a numerical

or symbolic answer.

ln the second lecture session a student in the class presented an interesting

example of a functional relationship, and without prompting by me used symbols

other than x and y: Amount of oxygen per km2 as a function of the height of a

mountain in km, which he wrote down as O=f(H). lt was only after my acceptance

of the legitimacy of the example that discussion ensued and many more examples

were offered by the class. The discussion of this example in the class afforded me

with the opportunity to break the ice with respect to students participation and to

encourage them that their input is as valuable as mine. There was still a bit of

hesitancy though, when I called for more examples. This once again could be

ascribed to students not feeling comfortable in participating in a bigger discussion.

They would have to be eased into this feeling. One is fighting against years of

giving the teacher "exactly what she wants".

Three students consulted me the afternoon after the second lecture session about

some of the questions they had attempted. Wanting to encourage student

participation in the whole class scenario (plenary), I used these questions in the

next session for the whole class to discuss. The first part of the session was dealt

with in an interactive way between me and the students. ! asked students to agree

or disagree with answers given and to give their reasons. This session witnessed a

much greater eagerness on the part of students to participate in the discussion.

The second part of this lecture was devoted to students discussing their solutions of
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the rest of the questions in the problem section within their groups. I managed to

get around to most of the groups and got the impression that the students were

coping. Their discussions were lively with a collegial respect quite noticeable.

4.3.2 WHAT THE MECHANISM OF THE ''WORKSHOP.LECTURE' ALLOWS

A feeling of community began developing amongst students with the concomitant

development of confidence in their peers and themselves. The more relaxed and

non-threatening experience of the "workshop-lecture" began having a positive

affect on the students' participation in the class. This could be why "The students

are spontaneous about asking, seem less shy than last year" as remarked by JN

(appendix 3: 89) at the end of the cycle.

The "workshop-lecture" format also provides a basis for breaking down "barriers"

between course activities used in providing for students' learning. The different

activities become more complimentary rather supplementa! appendages of one

another, and hence not perceived as integrated by students. ln the traditiona!

setting, lectures are for gathering information, tutorials for aping class examples,

assignments as easy/non-examination way of getting marks, etc. lt is in this sense

that "Tuts and pracs are very definitely workshops, with students using worksheets

and graphics calculators to do fairly independent exploration, in groups" (JN,

appendix 3: 88).

The "workshop-lecture" format allows the scope to immediately glean instances of
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students' weaknesses which would have a major bearing on their future

comprehension. I had taken for granted that students' had a graphical

understanding of the sign of a function. That they were confusing this with the

negative or positive growth of a function (increasing and decreasing) was revealed

in the sixth lecture session of the cycle. I could in this session deal with this

misconception - not adequately, though, see later, but still it provided a signpost for

clarity as the course proceeded. Not tied rigidly to a lecture format it was thus

possible to "troubleshoot", instead of discovering these conceptua! blocks at a

much later stage in the course. The flexibility afforded by the format allows for the

"crux" of the course as "creating the opportunity for trouble shooting", stated by JN

in her journal (appendix 3: 90).

4.3.3 THE MATERIALS AND TEACHING AIDS USED TO GET STUDENTS
INVOLVED IN'DOING' MATHS

lntegral to the way the "workshop-lecture" operates are the materials which are

used to drive the process. "Worksheets" need to be adapted to allow for student

comprehension and not what the lecturer assumes to be a logica! course of

presentation.

The seventh Iecture session involved a discussion on the composition of functions.

I perceived that many of the students were actually struggling to comprehend this

work, and the session degenerated into a traditional lecture in which I spoke for

most of the time. The students were quietly staring on, not offering any comment or
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raising any query. ! sensed already the feeling of rejection to this one way

transmission. Judging by the look of almost disbelief on the faces of the students, I

could feel a negative reaction to the proceedings. Prompted to do a great deal of

explaining with not much participation by the students, I did not get a good feel of

the problems confronting students with the concept of composition of functions.

The worksheet for this section seem to be wanting, as it did not allow for etfective

"workshopping" on the part of the students. A copy of the worksheet appears in

appendix 4.

The graphics calculator (GC) played a significant role in the way some of the

sessions proceeded. ln the final session of cycle one, students were engaged in

discussions related to some of the major concepts introduced in the previous

sessions. ln their investigation to establish whether the statement,

"l* + 3 = ^l-x + JT, was true or not, it was suggested that they enter all their

variations on the GC and graph them together to see if they are the same. JN

remarks that "This lead to great amazement and curiosity" (appendix 3: 108) and

that

ln this whole debate the GC was crucial; without it we would have had

to laboriously draw the graphs in question, with students uncertain

about our very methods of sketching, and losing the point of the

argument somewhere along the line (Appendix 3: 89).
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4.4 REFLECTION ON CYCLE ONE

Reflecting on cycle one, it emerges that students are not familiar with an open-

ended approach to the learning of mathematics and, that it takes time for them to

adopt to a classroom procedure which is structured around their participation. A

transition is necessary in which students learn to participate in activities that

demand deeper engagement on their part. This transition is a process which is

dependent on the students' acceptance of what is expected of them in the

"workshop-lecture" setting. The lecturer's interactions with the students in the

whole group setting plays an important part, not only in conveying enthusiasm for

mathematics, but also in demonstrating to students the role they need to assume in

relation to themselves and one another. Grappling with mathematica! ideas in the

form of discussion and argumentation is an important aspect of "doing"

mathematics. An atmosphere must be developed in which students feel free to

offer a viewpoint and in which it is acceptable to make mistakes. Using the input

from students as much as possible and not impatiently imposing a viewpoint seems

to be a vital skill the lecturer needs to adopt.

The large class size also means the lecturer having to play a management role in

facilitating students' involvement in discussions. Having other colleagues and

even tutors circulating and intervening during "workshop-lecture" sessions could

offset the large class size. However, this implies greater overhead in terms of

teaching personnel. On the other hand, the "workshop-lecture" format does allow

for student collaboration and their sharing of ideas in smaller groups. This local
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consultation and deliberations gives students the opportunity to develop the

confidence and competence to become "local oldtimers", that is, to play the role of

more experienced knowers within their subcommunity. The number of authority

figures is increased and a feeling of community amongst students is engendered

which builds their confidence to participate in a wider audience. lt appears that

providing students with more opportunity to interact in this way would enhance the

attempts to instil confidence in students and that which they would have for their

peers.

The single, 40 minute, lecture periods, which in most cases were reduced to 35

minutes or even less, were not conducive to small group interaction amongst

students. Given the large number of students and that they were not used to the

"workshop-lecture" procedure, these single periods did not allow time for adequate

student interaction as well as plenaries. A possibility for these sessions would be

to have a whole class interaction, but with the smaller groups stil! operating at

moments for conferring on ideas and possible answers to the questions either

posed by the worksheet for the session or which arise as the session develops.

Learning materials and aids play a vita! role in affording students the opportunity to

engage in meaningful mathematical activity. This is especially the case with

students who have not developed the confidence and competence to grapple with

mathematical ideas to make sense of them. ln this regard careful attention needs to

be given to the conceptualising of worksheets and the questions that could guide

students in discussions and investigations. What might be clear and logical to the
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lecturer can be quite daunting and unreasonable for students

4.5 SUMMARY

It is evident that students are not conscious "newcomers" to the practice of "doing"

mathematics. They have experienced the traditional way of learning mathematics

for a greater part of their 12 years at school and expected to continue in this way.

To clarify the role students need to adopt in their engagement with authentic

mathematical practice requires a great deal of demonstration by the lecturer as

"oldtime/'. Consequently, a more gradual induction of students into the procedure

of the "workshop-lecture" is necessary. The large class size also requires putting

into place mechanisms which would speed up the process by developing more

students into "local oldtimers", that is, students confident enough to take on the role

of more experienced knowers. One way of achieving this is to expand the notion of

the "workshop-lecture" to include more intimate settings in which students can

develop the confidence and competence to become "loca! oldtimers".

Cycle two needs to provide a closer scrutiny of issues related to the implementation

of the "workshop-lecture" such as the students' involvement and interaction, the

lecturers' participation and intervention, class size and venue, and the learning

materials which allow for meaningful mathematical activity. lncluded in this

investigation is the notion of the "expanded workshop-lecture" and the effects it has

in enabling students to better recognize their role as "newcomers" on the way to

becoming "oldtimers" in the cultural practice of "doing" mathematics.
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CYCLE TWO

Of course photographs have the same potential to create the basis for

manipulation, distortion and the exercise of authority, but for Berger's

notion of the private photograph, which relocates ownership and

authority in the process of interpretation, which confuses and

complicates the relation between the subject and the object, which

multiplies the sources of information brought to bear on interpretation

and which threatens to mock any attempts that are made to impose

singular views. (Walker, 1993: 84)

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF CYCLE TWO

I had planned to video record and make observations on sessions dealing with the

first few sections on the derivative concept. These sections are an attempt to build

on the concepts raised intuitively in the first chapter and seemed to me to be a

cyclica! development of the topics which included graphs and features of functions

(slopes and rates of change, increasing/decreasing, local/global minima and

maxima, concavity and inflection points, and continuity). Circumstances

(disruptions in the lecture programme) dictated otherwise and I had to shift cycle

two back by a month. This upset my original plans of having a colleague in the

depaftment other than JN to observe my planned lectures and a delay which
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resulted in cycle two organised around a different section of the planned semester

syllabus. I also felt quite pressurised to get on with the work of the syllabus, given

that the course had to "cover'' a set number of topics. Quite fortuitously, cycle two

then coincided with the visit by researchers of the Freudenthal lnstitute in the

Netherlands. On their previous visit, in 1994, they proved to be valuable

colleagues both in terms of ideas for materials production and as seasoned

obseruers. They assisted me with the development of materials related to the

concept of limit and agreed to observe a few sessions. I used their ideas together

with my own, which ! had garnered through experience, to develop a series of

worksheets to drive the "workshop-lectures" for cycle two. One of the members of

the Freudenthal lnstitute took a series of photographs during one of the sessions,

as wel! as one of the "lab" sessions that took place during the same time period.

Unfortunately, due to their tight schedule, the colleagues from the Freudenthal

lnstitute could not observe as many sessions as I would have liked, nor was there

much time for reflective discussions. I did request them to provide me with some

general comments as well their comments related to the photographs. Appendix 5

contains the obseruation of one their number, Aad Goddjin (hereafter referred to as

AG), who used the photographs he had taken as the basis for his comments.

ln addition to my own observations and those of AG, JN has provided me with her

observations, appendix 6, in which she also uses the photographs as backdrop to

her comments. For cycle two, I also developed a few "lab" sessions as a result of

my reflections of cycle one which is reported on in section 5.2. Photographs were

taken of one of these sessions for which I obtained the observations of JN, in
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appendix 6, as well as one of the tutors for the course who facilitated one of the

"lab" sessions, and who had keen interest in teaching (appendix 7). A colleague

from the Academic Development centre of the university had also indicated his

willingness to observe some of the sessions in cycle two. Due to the delay and his

own commitments he was only able to attend one session on which he briefly

commented (appendix 8). The students views are gleaned from interviews I

conducted during the last week of lectures for the semester with 18 members of the

class. Although, most of the students in my class of 56 at this stage of the semester

were at ease when speaking and relating to me, my own inexperience in

conducting interviews of this nature is exposed. Reading through the transcribed

interviews, it was evident that in some cases ! had reacted to students brief

comments by prompting them along rather than allowing them to develop their

responses. Notwithstanding these shortcomings, the interviews did reveal some of

the students feelings delivered in a sincere manner. The photographs, which were

spread on open on the table during the interview, were used at the beginning of

each interview to illicit students' responses of their experience of the "workshop-

lecture". Not being too happy about the interviews, I have included students free

writing responses to a few a questions as indicated in appendix 9. This was done

at the beginning of the second semester. Consequently, students had their first

semester results as one yardstick in the construction of their appraisals.

5.2 DIDACTICAL REFLECTION AND DELIBERATION

Although cycle one provided some insight into some of the issues related to
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implementing the "workshop-!ecture", it was necessary to gather more

observational evidence to tease out these issues further and in the event open up

the process to more scrutiny. lncluded here would be observations on students'

involvement and how the lecturer's intervention facilitates their "doing" of

mathematics, that is, the relationship between the "newcomers" and the "oldtime/'

within the context of the "workshop-lecture". Also to be considered are the role that

the learning materials play, and the effect the class size and venue have on

students participation in the "workshop-lecture". For these observations the double

period lecture sessions would be organised in similar fashion to the way it was

done in cycle one.

ln the reflection on cycle one, I suggested that the single, 40 minute sessions

should be conducted as whole group discussions with the small groups functioning

as forums for quick conferring on questions posed during the session. This was in

response to the these sessions not being conducive to adequate small group

interaction amongst students. To this end, ! planned that some of the 40 minute

sessions would take the form of a plenary to discuss conclusions or generalisations

of investigations which occurred in previous sessions. The "generalising" session

for the investigation on the two-sided limit is an example of such a plenary.

Just as traditional lectures do not stand on their own (it seems to be necessary to

supplement them with tutoria! sessions), the "workshop-lecture" must be coupled

with work outside of the formal lecture times. This work must engage them, not

merely in the traditional tutorial sense (attempting problems following a section of
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work), but in a proactive way, as an integrated part of the development of the

concepts. ln this way it is hoped that students take on board the responsibility they

have for their own learning and develop the confidence to become more

experienced knowers. To this end, I thought about converting some of the whole

group discussion lectures into smaller group "lab sessions". These would take

place in a smaller venue for more intermit collaboration by students. The work that

would be organised for these sessions would be integrated into the work plan, and

would serye either as prerequisite work for subsequent lectures or as completion of

sections of work not to be dealt with in lectures.

5.3 CLOSER SCRUTINY - PHOTOGRAPHS AND ALL!

ln this section, my own observations are triangulated with those of the photographs

presented on pages 55 to 59 (workshop-lecture) and 63 to 64 (math-lab), the

comments of students interviewed, AG (appendix 5) and JN (appendix 6), who

used the photographs as a major backdrop for their observations. Reference is

also made to observations by a tutor (appendix 7) and a colleague (appendix 8).

The worksheet for the session which was photographed appears in appendix 10

(!N-CLASS LAB ON LtM|TS).

Based on the reflections of cycle one on issues pertaining to the "workshop-lecture"

as a mechanism affording students the opportunity to engage in meaningful

mathematical activity raised in cycle one, I have grouped the observations into the

following categories:
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a

a

a

a

a

Students' involvement and interaction

Formation of groups, and considerations of class size and venue

Lecturer's participation and interuention

Learning materials and aids

The math-lab: notion of expanded "workshop-lecture"

5.3.1 STUDENTS' !NVOLVEMENT AND !NTERACTION

ln all the interviews, the first comments by the students were about the "group work"

taking place in photograph 1. All, except one student noted the concentration and

involvement of all students or at least that "Everybody looking busy and interested

in the work". This "looking busy" was more critically observed by this student as "

people at the back not working". This is not something that I as the instructor can

easily pick up in the course of the session, especially if I am involved in discussion

with a particular group, as photograph 1 depicts.
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WO ECTURE 3

WORKSHOP.LECTURE 4
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WORKSHOP RE5

WORKSHOP.LECTURE 6
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WORKSHOP-LECTURE 9

WORKSHOP.LECTURE 1O
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Photographs 2 and 3 home in on the middle group in the first row of photograph 1,

indicating, maybe, that the female student is not part of the discussion. She seems

to be on the periphery of the discussion involving the other two members of her

group and could very well be showing her consternation by this in photograph 3.

JN on the other hand observes that this student is only "slightly distracted ...

momentarily, probably by the camera" and that "her body, hand and pen are still

directed towards the centre of attention of 'her' group" (Appendix 6: 98). The

situation in this group can be contrasted with that of the group in photograph 6. AG

refers to this scenario as "shared concentration" in which the eyes of each member

of the group is focused on the same object, the graphics calculator in this instance

(Appendix 5: 95).

5.3.2 FORMATION OF GROUPS, AND CONSIDERATIONS OF CLASS SIZE AND
VENUES

Based on photograph 1, AG comments "lt is beautiful new hall, but the architecture

is in complete contradiction with your teaching-aims!" and goes on to say that "The

better situation is free moveable tables of course, even if the group is this large"

(Appendix 5: 95). JN concurs with AG with her observation that "the seating

arrangement is fixed in such a way that group work is actually discouraged"

(Appendix 6: 97). I agree that a flat-floored room with movable tables would be

preferable, but a tiered, fixed seating arrangement is not insurmountable. One

problem is that the instructor is not able to reach all groups equally easily. I have

attempted to overcome this problem to a certain extent by targeting particular
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groups at each session. Then the question of how to handle an even bigger class

size arises. One way forward is to have team-teaching with more than one

"oldtime/' circulating and intervening. CIoser collaboration amongst Iecturers is

then also facilitated. Limiting group sizes to a maximum of three persons seems

also to be another consideration for a tiered lecture theatre.

Groups formed spontaneously. Students staft working together with those sitting

next to them. ln photograph 1, there is a student in the second row, with a zig-zag

patterned jersey, sitting on his own. By photograph 5 he has formed a group with

the student in the same row, wearing a black top. This could be, according to JN, a

function of the student sensing "that he/she is missing out, deprived of the

interaction in the small group" (Appendix 6: 97). The rows of the lecture theatre

does tend to allow for students to quite easily turn away from a group and "hive off'

on their own to complete their own worksheet. AG, referring to photograph 9, points

out that "Some people fee! secure with that kind of work, are more busy with

cleanness and drawing accuracy than with math itself" (Appendix 5: 96). !n a

subsequent session, I handed out only one worksheet per group, which resulted in

less groups "breaking up" for long periods of time.

5.3.3 LECTURER'S PARTICIPATION AND INTERVENTION

The lecturer interacting with the small groups gives students a chance, in the

lecturer's presence, to show their understanding of concepts. They are less

inhibited in the their smaller group and might not have contributed in the context of
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the whole class. JN points to this lack of self-consciousness which is evident in

photograph 3 (Appendix 6: 98).

By circulating and interacting with the smaller groups, the lecturer picks up on

issues arising in a particular group discussion and shares this with the rest of the

class. By intervening from the discussion of a local group, the lecturer is deflecting

exclusive authority from himself. AG picks up on this and says that he took

photograph 4

because it expressed well the way you talk to the group. Not as a

guru, but as someone who want to keep contact with the group and at

the same moment is excited about the subject itself (Appendix 5: 95).

5.3.4 LEARNING MATERIALS AND AIDS

As observed in cycle one, the worksheets that drive the "workshop-lecture" are

integral to the way students interact. A "mix of text and tasks to do" (AG, Appendix

5: 94), characteristic of the worksheets, also seems to provide students with a

sense of security that they are getting down some notes.

Beside the graphic calculator, which together with worksheets form the focus of

discussion in the small groups, it is possible to incorporate other teaching aids. AG,

referring to photograph 10, that it is possible to employ "Kindergartenmethods like

papenruork, folding etc on university level also" (Appendix 5: 96).
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MATH.LAB 3
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5.3.5 THE MATH.LAB

References are made to the photographs, MATH-LAB 1 to 4, on pages 63 and 64.

All the photographs show intense interaction amongst the students. JN sees this as

"due pailly to the seating arrangements (around tables and partly to the absence of

a lecturef' (Appendix 6: 99). I had withdrawn myself from the room for long periods

of time. ln this particular session, students were not disturbed by my entrance or

that of the photographer.

The seating arrangements in the math-lab are more conducive to group work.

Students are able to huddle closer together, and interact more effectively.

Photograph 4 shows that the arrangement allows for better eye-contact than the

tiered lecture theatre and subsequently improves communication.

With the absence of the lecturer, students take more responsibility for their own

learning and the role of more experienced knowers. This is observed by a teacher

training student as "Students develop an attitude of helping each other, that means

they see themselves as source of knowledge" (Appendix 7: 100) .

5.4 FURTHER OBSERVATIONS

One of the double period sessions was based on an investigation of the two-sided

limit. As the session was built around a series of 6 worksheets (we managed to
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discuss 5 out of the 6), it was quite easy to have "logical plenaries", with each new

example indicating increasing confidence and what seemed to me at the time

greater insight. Appendix 11 provides an example of one of the worksheets.

The follow-up lecture to the one on the investigation of the two-sided limit, a single

period of 40 minutes, was an attempt at drawing out some genera! conclusions

based on the previous sessions investigations. The session did not proceed as I

had anticipated. l, initially, had still to do a great deal of coaxing. lt appears, on the

part of the students, that the deliberations of the previous sessions were not

adequate enough to draw meaningful conclusions, or that I had not allowed

sufficient time for the students to reflect on their investigations. Arguably, the

concept under consideration, that of the limit of a function at a point, is one of the

most difficult concepts to comprehend at this level. One of the issues here, in my

opinion, is the greater time students need to reflect on the data they obtained from

the worksheets, with more leading questions to force more awareness on the part

of students.

5.5 STUDENTS' EVALUATION OF THE "WORKSHOP-LECTURE"

The analysis presented in this section is based on the students' free writing

responses to the questions which appear in appendix 9. My categorization of these

responses is shown in table 6.
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Table 6: Students appraisal of the "workshop-lecture"
Number of student responses = 40, some students in more than one category.

Category otto

A. lt helped "understanding" of mathematics. 50,0

B. Enjoyable/exciting, because of the participation. 47,5

C. Appreciation of the "relevance" of mathematics. 27,5

D. Learnt to work in groups 25,0

E. Developed confidence to ask questions and give opinions. 15,0

F. lndifferent or not beneficial. 5,0

The following is a list of representative comments by students. The category of each

comment is indicated by the letter preceding the comment.

(A) lts like you are given a chance to discover what you know rather

receiving from the lecturer all the time. You are challenged with

questions and that leads to more understanding of the work.

(B) I think it is a good way to learn mathematics as one is constantly

involved in the approach.

(B) lf a problem in the work is encountered the solution is not only

from the lecturer's side but more of an argument between students

and lecturer.
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(C) I have come to see mathematics as something more wide.

(D) Personally, I fee! that this method of teaching/lecturing creates an

atmosphere of equality amongst students.

(E) Also everyone gets to know each other and that makes you fee free to

say anything and not worry if people are going to laugh at you.

(F) It was not to my satisfaction, because ! was unable to relate to the

work. And as the work progressed I fell behind.

(F) I do not prefer to study/ work in a group. There's nothing wrong with

the method, though.

The predominant student reaction to the "workshop-lecture" is very positive. 2

students, although indicating that the "workshop-lecture" was generally a good

learning experience, did each raise a point of criticism. One student's comments

related to the newness of the approach:

It was not as effective due to time constraints and because its a new

concept that some students feel sceptical about.

The other student's comments relates to the possible negative effects of the

approach:
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The workshop approach makes you feel as if the work is done for you,

so it is possible to be a little lazy as in my case.

5.6 REFLECTIONS ON CYCLE TWO AND SUMMARY

There appears to be a greater acceptance by students of their role as "newcomers".

This is evident in their recognition of the need to be more actively involved in the

learning of mathematics: The "workshop-lecture" approach kept them "constantly

involved" and impressed on them that the "solution is not only from the lecturer's

side", but that they can gain understanding from "given the chance to discover what

you know rather than receiving from the lecturer all the time", when "challenged

with questions" and through "argument between students and lecturer". !t is within

the social organisation of the "workshop-lecture" and the interaction that it

engenders that the benefits of collaboration and group-work as vital to "doing"

mathematics is understood.

The students' recognition of the value of active engagement and collaborative

learning was further demonstrated in the "math-lab" sessions. The expansion of

the "workshop-lecture" to encompass more intimate settings for student

collaboration seem to give greater impetus to students "becoming independent

learners, and 'owning' their work" with "even more freedom to form non-verbal

agreements, and for students to control their own interaction" (JN, Appendix 6:

1 18).

The process of inducting students to authentic mathematical activity is enhanced by
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having smaller groups of students and venues more conducive to small group

interaction such as a level-floored room with movable desks. A situation in which

this is not always possible and in which students have not made the conscious

decision to be "newcomers" necessitates a more gradual induction of students to

activities with which they are not accustomed. Also, the lecturer as "oldtimer", is

mentor to a large number of students and has to constantly demonstrate how

mathematicians use the tools of their trade and that this is partly done through

interaction with one's peers. The intention would be to develop "loca! oldtimers"

amongst the students and thus increase the number of students confident and

willing to be "sources of knowledge". By circulating amongst the smal! groups

during a "workshop-lecture" and intervening in the whole class group based on the

discussion of a particular group impresses on students that a vital aspect in "doing"

mathematics is sharing their ideas.
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CHAPTER SIX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

My students were indeed learning mathematics, but learning is an

ambiguous term. lt is both the activity of acquiring knowledge and the

knowledge that is acquired. What ! have described here is the

activity. The problem of defining what knowledge they have acquired

remains. (Lampert, 1990: 59)

6.1 INTRODUCTION

ln this mini-thesis I examined the design and implementation of an instructional

procedure called the "workshop-lecture". The "workshop-lecture" attempts to

simulate an environment which enables students to engage in meaningful

mathematical activity. Meaningfu! mathematical activity is explicated within the

theoretical framework which posits that mathematics is a specific cultural practice

characterised by its practioners, the mathematicians, "doing" mathematics.

Adopting the research methodology of developmental research, the examination

was conducted during the first semester of the academic year (1995) in the

mathematics department at UWC. The participants were the 56 students registered

for the first year mathematics course at UWC developed for students considered to
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collected over two cycles and reported on as candidly as possible.

This chapter concludes the mini-thesis with reflections on the implementation of the

research (research methodology) and the results of the implementation (theoretical

considerations). The main conclusions and recommendations for future research

are given.

6.2 REFLECTIONS ON RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This section considers deficiencies and limitations in the research design of the

investigation for this mini-thesis.

One of the deficiencies in the research design is the insufficient evidence for cycle

one. I had planned to video record some the sessions in cycle one. This did not

materialise due to a misunderstanding between myself and the "video team". As I

had not made contingency arrangements, there was little time to organise for an

alternative arrangement. Reflecting on the research design, ! feel that there is also

a lack of evidence, during the investigation period, of how students encountered

the "workshop-lecture", that is, the learner perspective on an on-going basis. !

could have invited some students to make daily or weekly diary entries which could

have been coupled with short student interviews at the end of each cycle.

My inexperience at interviewing proved to be a limitation. I could either have

piloted the interviewing process to gain the necessary experience or brought in a
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colleague experienced in conducting interviews.

Factors hampering the implementation of the investigation were the instability of the

university at the time and the flux of students in the first two weeks of the semester.

Most of the students entering UWC are first generation university students and do

not receive sufficient counselling on their career choices. Lecture periods in the

first two weeks were continually disrupted, with students either changing their

course of study or being allowed to register after closure of the registration date

well into the academic year. Class disruptions because of students' grievances

have been an integral part of UWC over the past few years. These are at times

unplanned and can occur any time during the academic year. Putting research into

practice at UWC cannot be divorced from this context, and in this way the planned

second cycle for the investigation was affected and had to be postponed. Given

the short duration of the academic semester at UWC (twelve and half weeks) and

the adaptations I had to make to the syllabus for the semester, my plans for

collecting data for the second cycle relied partly on the fortuitous visit by colleagues

of the Freudenthal Institute in the Netherlands.

6.3 THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS

The underlying position for the "workshop-lecture" is that mathematicians make

sense of mathematical ideas by "doing" mathematics which involves them using

the "tools of their trade". This "doing" of mathematics or meaningful mathematical

activity is inherently social in character establishing a community of practice of
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mathematicians. Mathematicians develop competence with the "tools" of

mathematics through consultation, collaboration and discussion, and the sharing of

ideas. Aspirant mathematicians or "newcomers" are afforded the opportunity of

entering this culture of mathematicians by their exposure to the more experienced

professional mathematicians or "oldtimers". A "cognitive apprenticeship"

relationship is set up in which the "newcomers" are accepted as legitimate

participants in the community of practice of mathematicians.

Enabling students as learners of mathematics is enhanced by allowing them to

enter the culture of practice of mathematicians. This can be achieved by

transforming the traditiona! classroom into a "local intellectual community" in which

students are involved at their level in "doing" mathematics. However, two major

constraints need to be overcome when simulating the "cognitive apprenticeship" for

students in undergraduate classes. These are the Iarge number of students in

these classes and, especially for first year, students have not made the conscious

decision to be "newcomers" (aspire to be mathematicians). ln addition there are

the constraints of unsuitable venues and time slots as students are simultaneously

studying other subjects. By structuring lectures around group work activity, the

mechanism of the "workshop-lecture" allows for the social interaction of students.

But the lecturer, as "oldtimer", has to play a much larger role than just being a

mentor. The extended role of the "oldimer", not only includes facilitating and

managing the lectures so that students can work constructively together, but also

clarifying to students what is expected of them as "newcomers". A more gradual

induction is necessary in which some of the students become more confident and
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competent to take on the role of "local oldtimers", that is, they see themselves as

more experienced knowers within their local group. Collaboration amongst

students in their classroom community is localised to their individual groups. The

facilitator has to ensue cross fertilization of the groups and in the a process a

gradual gradation of the whole class of students to a "local intellectual community".

The development of "local oldtimers" amongst the students appears to be one way

in which the class as a whole can operate as a "local intellectual community". This

process can be accelerated by facilitating other experiences in which students can

develop the confidence and competence to engage in authentic mathematical

activity and become more experienced knowers. Expansion of the "workshop-

!ecture" could include activities such as group projects or small group

presentations in the class. I have expanded the notion of the "workshop-lecture" by

converting at least two lectures per week to "math-!ab" sessions. For the "math-lab"

sessions, the class is broken up into groups of approximately 15 students who

meet in a more intimate setting to work almost independently on an "investigation"

which setves as prerequisite to or an extension of a topic dealt with in lectures.

These forums are less inhibiting and the students have more freedom in controlling

their interactions.

6.4 CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS

The mechanism of the "workshop-lecture" allows for the interchange of ideas

between lecturer and students, and between students, which is limited during
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traditional lectures. Evidence indicates a greater involvement and enjoyment on

the part of students in meaningful mathematica! activity. Although, a flat-floored

room with movable tables is more conducive to the activities of the "workshop-

lecture", a tiered, lecture theatre does not prove to be a major obstacle in the

implementation of the "workshop-lecture".

Students prior experience has predispositioned them to a passive acceptance of

information and a reluctance to engage in more exploratory ways of working or in

group-discussion around mathematical concepts. lt appears that the bigger the

size of the class the more gradual the induction of students to the different way of

working needs to be. During this induction period students have to continuously be

shown by the facilitator what it implies to be engaged in meaningful mathematical

activity. Also, creating opportunities for students to recognize more their own

responsibility for their learning, deepens their involvement in class discussion and

collaborative learning. There is evidence that the notion of the "expanded

workshop-lecture" discussed in the previous section does provide for such an

opportunity.

From the lecturer's point of view, the "workshop-lecture" entails the honing of

particular skills. Besides demonstrating to students how to grapple with

mathematical ideas and helping them to work constructively together, the lecturer

needs to become skilfu! at setting tasks that allows for meaningful mathematical

activity. lncluded here is not only the production of materials such as worksheets,

but also judging how long students need to work on them. This is a big task which
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is eased through collaboration and sharing of ideas with other "oldtimers", and via

practice and developmental research.

Essential ingredients for the "workshop-lecture" to facilitate student interest and

involvement in meaningful mathematical activity are the worksheets and

technologies that are employed. Worksheets that are a mixture of text and tasks to

do, and not merely notes with gaps to be filled in by students as the lecture

proceeds, allows for students to engage in fairly independent discussion and

exploration. These explorations are enhanced and the discussions heightened by

the use of technology like the graphics calculator.

During "workshop-lecture" sessions more active learning is encouraged by the

"uncovering" of concepts by students as opposed to the "covering" of the syllabus

that characterises the pace set in traditional lectures. Students are working more

intensely at understanding concepts and hence the "workshop-lecture" format

tends to take more time for the development of key concepts and requires more

lecture time to complete the syllabus resulting in students being overloaded with

more mathematics lectures per week. One proposal is that a course adopting a

"workshop-lecture" format is given over a longer period of time (three or four

semesters instead of two). Another proposal, which is based on the principle that

"less is more", explores a change in the curriculum constructed for undergraduate

mathematics classes which would allow students to engage in meaningful

mathematical activity. Powell (A.B. 11l, 1993: 2) elucidates the underlying principle

for this proposal by explaining that
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it is better to delve into depth and consolidate understanding of a few

topics than to cover massive amounts of material superficially.

lnstead, encourage and help students to make connections with and

between topics, guide them to develop mathematical insight. This

would provide students with awareness of mathematical processes

and opportunity to augment their facility into important areas of

mathematics, and importantly, to development of confidence and

evidence that they are capable of mathematical thinking.

Changing the curriculum in this way does not mean to make less rigorous. Rather,

change implies that content of courses and concomitant pedagogical

considerations must "evolve to a different standard of rigour than what may exist

elsewhere" (Powell, A.B. [1], 1993:2).

This mini-thesis is a report of a first examination of the design and implementation

of the "workshop-lecture" as a procedure to engage students in meaningful

mathematical activity. Besides the necessity to refine and expand on the work

begun with the work reported, a further challenge is to illuminate what

mathematical knowledge and how students access this mathematics while they

engage in the activities of the "workshop-lecture". As Lampert (1990: 59) states:

"[the] knowledge they have acquired still remains".
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APPENDIX 1

USING THE DERIVATIVE

(e)

What do critical points tell us?

Sloge
A: LOCAL MAXIMA AND MINIMA

Recall what the first and second derivatives tell us about functions!

Critical Points

For any function f, a point p in the domain of f is called a
critical point of f if

' f'(P) = 0,
o r . f'(p) is undefined.

The point (p,f(p)) on the graph of f is also called a critical point and
f(p) is called a critica! value of l.

lndicate the critical points on the following graphs:

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (f)

2

3
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Find the critical points for the following functions and determine the
intervals of x values in which the functions are increasing and
decreasing.

(1) f(x) 2x3 - 9x2 +12x -4

(2) g(x) = 3x4 - 4x3 - 12x2

Ir

b
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e
Local Maxima and Minima

Recall what we mean when we say that a function f has
. a local maximum at x = pl

a local minimum at x = pa

The First Derivative Test for Local Maxima and Minima:
lf p is a critical point in the domain of f, and if f' changes sign at p,

then f has either a local maximum or a local minimum at p.
. lf f' > 0 to the left of p and f' < 0 to the right of p, then f has a

local at p.
. lf f' < 0 to the left of p and f' > 0 to the right of p, then f has a

local at p.

Give a ictorial version of the first derivative test:

Referring to examples (1) and (2) above, can you identify the local
maxima and minima?
(1)

(2)

Does a function have to have a local maximum or minimum at
every critical point? Consider f(x) = xs and g(x) = 1/xz.

L

7

8

Local maximum at p Local minimum at p
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Can we use the second derivative to identify local maxima and
minima? !llustrate with sketches.

Local maximum Local minimum

The Second Derivative Test for Local Maxima and Minima:
t

I

lf f'(p) = 0 and f"(p) < 0 then f has a local
lf f'(p) = 0 and f"(p), 0 then f has a local

atp
atp

Use the second derivative test to identify the local maxima and minima
of examples (1) and (2) above.

(1)

sqe

q

(2) g(x) 3xa-4xs-12x2
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What can we tell if both f'(p) = 0 and f"(p) = 0 ?
Consider f(x) = xs and h(x) = ;+.

End d SC-SS lon
B: INFLECTTON POINTS

Recall what we mean when we say that a point x = p [or (p,f(p))] is an
inflection point of a function t:

lllustrate with sketches:

lf f"(p) > 0 then f is concave _ and if f"(p) . 0 then f is concave _ .

Do you agree that at an inflection point, t" is zero or
u ndefi ned ?

lo

ll
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APPENDIX 2

MATHEMATICS 114= QUESTIONNAIRE 1

DATE:

This questionnaire is not a test. lt is merely used to obtain a better
insight to your feelings about mathematics.

What is the first thing that comes into your mind when you hear
the word "mathematics"?

2. ln your opinion, what is mathematics?

3 Why do you think most people believe they cannot "do"
mathematics?

4. What does it mean to "understand" mathematics?
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5. How do you feel about mathematics?
a. very positive b. positive
c. negative c. very negative?

6. Explain your answer to no. 5.

7. Which topics of schoo! mathematics did you enjoy most?

8. What did you enjoy about mathematics periods at school?

9. How would you describe a mathematician?

THANKYOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATTON!
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APPENDIX 3

TJWC MATHS DEPT

ACADEMTC DEVELOPMENT

JOURNAL

Course Ml-14 /124

1995: SEMESTER l-

3-3-95

This year E,he course seems more consolidaE,ed, more consisEenE,
LK seems Eo be clearer abouE, what he wanEs, E,he direct,ion t.o move
in. The course noes makes use of aII (almosc) che innovaE,ions
cried before, but, E,hey are incegraeed very sensibly. TuE,s and
pracs are very definicely workshops, wich strudenEs using
worksheet,s and graphics calculaEors Eo do fairly independenc
exploraE,ion, in groups, and E,here is a regular, compulsory lab
period per week, when sEudenEs have t,o work on E,heir own, on seE
problems. They t,hen have Eo wriE,e a lab reporE, f or marks. In all
t,his discussion is very imporEanE, and Ehe sEudent,s seem Eo Eake
Eo iE, naEuralIy and seem really posicive and product.ively
engaged. The GC has also come eo play a central role, and I Ehink
it, is being used as iE, should be now. LK is also pracE,icing
act,ion research very acE,ivelyl His E,horough planning is upseE
every lecE,ure, a's he realises whaE is necessary or lacking every
step of Ehe way. (However he is not. phased by E,his aE aII, jusc
spends much t,ime redraf t,ing worksheeE,s. ) So one can't say Ehe
"magic meEhod" is workshops, or calculaeors, or wriE,ing, action
research, or whaE,ever - iE, is the inEegrated use of t,hese Ehings
EhaE we have E,o evaluaE,e

This af E.ernoon' s prac was a case in 'poinE,. The worksheeE was
labled 'rIN-CLASS LAB L (FRIDAY, 24 FEB) ARISING FROM WORKSHEETS'1 ,

i. e. issues f rom Ehe previous worksheeE were used E,o sEl:ucLure
Ehe new worksheeE,. (accion research) Aft,er some lecturing on E,he
pitfalls of using E,he GC, st,udenEs had E,o explore Ehe guestion
wheeher infleccion pnE, means change in concavity and 'rr. (group
work) They had Eo look aE their previous worksheeE for E,his. Then
E.hey had E,o invescigat.e 3 other f unct,ions (variaE.ions on
funcEions t,hey've seen) using E.he GC. (Eechnology again)
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There was plenEy of opporEuniCy for filling in gaps in st'udenEs'
knowledge -and clarifying E,heir undersEanding of concePEs, buE it
does Eake fairly inCensive work on our parE,, and Ehe more EuEorS
available for E,his purpose, E,he beE,E,er. I move from group Eo
group, ask wheEher Chep need help, oE respond Eo .a _r?equesE, 3Sk
Enenr-a quesEion E,o provbke furE,her E,hinking (especially when_t,hey
areon E,he wrong Erick) . LK does someEhing similar. The st,udenE,s
are SponEaneous about, asking, seem less Shy than IasC year.

Discussions wichin and wiE.h E.he small groups:
-WhaE is meanE, by concave up/ concave down? one person t,houghc
thaE E,his was relaE,ed Eo how steep the g-raph appeared, i. e.
wheEher it was clearly moving "up and downr', oE more side-to-
side.
- InE.errral- noEaE,ion: some people were sEiIl clarifying, and
E,enEative1y pracEicing Eheir inE,erual noE,aE,ion, and various forms
of iE.. IE sEruck me E,haE wricing E,hings correcEly, according Eo
convension, is imporEanE., even if a studenE does know how E.o

convey his intencion somehow. I am impressed EhaE sE,udent,s do
chink chis imporcanE, Eoo. LK's lecEure was abouE Ehis this
morning, SO thae may cont,ribut,e Eo t,he sEudenLs' keenness . .

-what is a pnt, of infleccion? I EhoughE EhaE it, was a point of
change in Ehe graph, noE jusc a change in concavity, buE LK
disagrees wiEh me (as i discovered aft,er E,he prac) . However E.his
discussion was valuable f or E.he StudenE,S aS well, wiEh Someone
e.g. confusing che words concaviEy and inflection, and havingi Eo
make a clear disE,incE,ion f or himself . AIso , Lf a graph is noE
defined everywhere, is it. an inflection point where ic
ends /begins ?

-WhaE is t,he correcE, way Eo enEer square root, of (x+3 ) in the GC?
DoeS iE. maEt,er? This was fascinaEing, informaCive for us abouE
st,udenE,s' misconcepEions, a f ruiEful learning experience f or
Ehem, and a good illusEration of the poEential of t,he GC. One
SE,udenE, had enEered Square rooE x + Square rooE 3 . AnoEher:
square rooE x + 3; anoE,her bracket. square rooE x + 3 bracket,; and
yeE anoE,her had drawn a graph wiE,h y-int,ercept, = 3. To all groups
LatCling with E,his quesE,ion, I suggesE,ed enEering all variaE,ions
on E,he GC and graphing E,hem Eogether, Eo see if Ehey are Ehe
same. This lead t,o great amazement, and curiosiEy. They were
surprised EhaE, all expressions did not, Iead Eo the Same graph.
One sE,udenE, remained adamenE, thaE, rooE x + 3 is correcE, and Ehat
introducing bracket,S afEer E,he root sign could not, be correct,
unEiI E,he lasE, moment, (then he seemed a biE. embarrassed !

hopefully E,hat does noE make a SEudenE shy away from exploring,
buL makes him remember E,he lesson learnedl) In this whole debace
E,he GC was crucial, wiEhouE ic we would have had Eo laboriously
draw Ehe graphs in guesEion, wieh SEudenEs uncert,ain abouE, our
very methods of skeE,ching, and losing E,he poine of Ehe argumenE
somewhere along the Iine.
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-Finding an x-inEercepE,: co indicaEe t,he ineerval of increase for
square rooE (x + 3 ) , we had to indicaE,e E,he poinE where E,he graph
"begins". This happened E,o be on E,he x-axis. As E,he GC does noE,
aut,omaE,ically lable E,his poinE, Ewo sE,udenEs were unclear about,
how E,o f ind Ehis x-value. I suggesEed using TRACE. Once Ehey
E,raced the graph Eo ics beginning, iE, seemed E,haE Ehe value was
(-2.8) or E.hereabouE,, buE E,he GC did noE, give Ehe exacE poine
where y = 0. So I suggest,ed checking algebraically. There was a
IiE,EIe hesiE,aEion, buc, E,hen rusty meE,hods were recovered... Ehe
one sE,udenE, asked, a's he was writing: "I've been wanE,ing to ask
this f or a long long E,ime: is iE, possible E,o square boch sides
of Ehe eguaEion? " I explained, and Ehen poinE,ed out EhaE, in chis
case it was very logical, because you cannoE have a square rooE
of O wichouu having E,he " E,hing inside Ehe rooE'r = 0 . (This
required careful listening and repeaEing buE, I am sure iE
trclicked" !) Af Eer E,his iE was easy for E,hem E,o see Ehat, Ehe
poinc was x = -3 (and aE ehe same E,ime discover anoEher
short,coming of Ehe GC, which had lead in ehis case Eo a learning:
experience in icself ! )

-GIobaI max,/min: CdIl a sharp-poing-shape be a global max, or only
a smooE,h curved shape?

I remarked Eo LK E,hat. E,his is for me E,he crux of
creaE,ing Ehe opporE,uniCy for "t,rouble shooEing,'. If
his course is now enormously successful.

his cours€:
ic is Erue,
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3. Composition of f unctions

Consider the fo!lowing situation:
Oil is spilled from a tanker. The area of the oil slick wil! grow

with time. Suppose that the oil slick is always a circle. (ln
practice, this does not happen because of winds, tides and the
location of the coastline.)

Express the area, A, as a function, f, of its radius, r:

Find:
f(0) = f(1) =

f(a) = f()a ) =

F
)=

The radius is also a function of time, because the radius increases as
more oil spills! Lets say that this relation is given by r = 1 + t.

Express this relation as a function called g:

I
f(

Find:
g(- 1) =

s(+) =

g(n) =

So, we have A as a function of r, and r as a function of t.
We wish to link A to t, explicitly, i.e. write A as a function of t!
We see that A and t are linked via r:
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g(1) =

g(a) = I

-t l,sof([ ])=

l, so f(t I) =

Now, g(t) is also a number!

f(s(1)) = f( ) =

f(g(a)) =f( )=

f(g(t))=f( )=

But, is'nt A = f(something)!
Can you now write A as a function of t?:

FindAatt=0

First calculation:

Second calculation

We obtained A by the process of taking a "function of a function",
called the composition of functions.
A is called a composite function, which has f as the "outside
function" and g as the "inside function".

The composition fog of the functions f and g is defined by
(fosxx) = f(s(x)).

The domain of fog consists of those x's for which g(x)
is in the domain of f.
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Let's change the order of calculations

How would we write this down in terms of f and g?:
Does this stil! give us A as a function of t?:
!f f(x) = 2x + 3 and g(x) = xe, form the following composite functions:

(a) f(s(-4)) = s(f(-4)) =

(c) f(s(x)) = g(f(x)) =

So, in general f(g(x)) g(f(x)) !

Let's decompose a function, i.e. write it as a composition of
f unctions:

h(x) = (xz+ 5)to

(b) f(s(o)) =

outer function f(y) =
inner function g(x) =
composite function f(g(x)) = f(

s(f(o)) =

)=

Do the same for
p(x) = f(g(x)):

P(x) = I - x2 ,i.e find functions f and g such that

We can call our composite function f and then use other names for the
inner and outer functions. We can also use variable names other than x.

Express the function f(t) = (1+t3)zz 4s a composite function:
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Hallo Larrar,

Here are my reacEions Eo your fax: Ehe descripEion of how you wanE Eo Eeach
alxd the phoEographs.

I like the idea of it,. I think that, I use in my Eeaching to universiEystudenEs
here Ehe same idea. I wiII tell something about my experiences-
I cooperat.e with one of the 'real' maEhemaEicians of the MaEhe mat,ical
InstiEute.
The kind of notes I make for the studenEs are a mix of text and Easks Eo do.
ThaE gives some security, Ehe contenE (aC leasC what. I think Ehe conEent is) is
available on paper and during Ehe lessons you have compleEe freedom.
I started what polyeders and I know that laEer in the course their will be
curves, Gaussian curveEure, surfaces eEc.
I started with the problem of finding a formula for Ehe sum of the inner
angles of a closed polygon. It can be non-convex, overlapping eEc.
Finding someEhing and proving someEhing Eoke Ehose students, (3 years)
almost 3 quarEers of an hour. The discussion was lively, enough contradicEions,
opposing approaches were presenE.
I did not. expected that much Eime to take for an
inEroducEorlr problern, but it came ouE that. it is good t.o invesE time in working
to an /mathernatical at.tiEude'. (They are also used Eo beeing lecEured to and
have in mosE. case separaEe lab-sessions. ) Im grlad I sEarted Ehat way, because
now it is quice more acceptabel for Ehem Ehat. mathemaEics is also act,iviEy and
discussion. If you have direcE inEeracEion with the sEudents, iE is also
possible to EaIk abou math in a more informal way, where you can stress
core-issues. In general Ehose core issues are very basic and independenE 9f.Ehe
'notaEed form' of maEh.
AIso tsheir is ample oppurEinity in Ehis siEuaEion to bring in ideas abouE how
maEhematics is done. f have only superficially read Polya and Lakatsos, but Ehat
is inspiring enough Eo use their ideas. And how it is learned.

Those sEudenEs have syllabusse about analysis and linear algebra wher more in
is than I have seen in my whole life. TLrey finished exams and Ehose subjecEs.
Now I ask them for a formula relaEing the radius of the circle through the
point of an regrular n-gon wich edge of length a. One studenE comes up with
sqrt(a^2 - cos(360/n)) (someEhing Iike that..) I arn surprised Ehat. she did
NOT learn Ehe basic mathemaEical idea of EesEing your formula in lgtown cases,
in Ehinking about Ehe general behavior of a formule (IineariEy in this case).
ThaE is whaE is possible whaE learning to much in an non-inErinsic way.

In my course we do the second half of Ehe course in a different way. StsudenEs
have to presenE someEhing (re1at.ed Eo the subject.s of the firsE half ) . That. is
also a meEhod to make them more parEicipat.ingl The evaluate each-other also
about. conEenE, way of presentaEion and so on. In Ewo weeks to of Ehem presenE
about geometry in 4D, using among otrher things a film of llLromas Banchoff abouE
Ehe hlpercube.

I am EeIIing al Ehose sEories, because I betieve in the ideas you expressed in
your noEes whiE the photographs.
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I think the situation with your studenEs is different, in preparat.ion of the
student.s before mainly, but Ehe general idea about Eeaching are the same.
I Ehink iu is inportant, you do this specially wiuh che student.s u*ro are
considered undezprepared, because I obsenred also myself that the roEe-learnig
approach is inplanted quite deeply in Ehem. It is quite a fight. you have wiuh
Ehem , in the good sense!

You st,ress more than I do the el-ement, of cooperat.ion amongr each other. I
only stress the idea chat math is noE a body of tnrths, buE a bat.Elefield of
discussion rattrere people stirmrlate each otsher to betstser and bett,er argument,s.
Basically that,'s Ehe idea of Lakatos' proofs and RefutaEions, ( which r
suppose You lsrow and if not and you can't find a,copy - ic is probably
ouE of print, now - I send you one. ) Cooperat.ion among students is guite normal,
some like Eo work alone, some work always togeEher. If I fear Ehat one cannot.
handele his/her presencation-subject, alone, I will stress cooperat,ion. and and
You sEress more 'the int,electual conrnunity' more ocpicitly. May be thaE's also
related Eo Ehe SA siEuat.ion af Ehe momenE wher I find specially at. UWC this
idea of rebuilding EogeEher, eEc.

I hope thaE , Lryr comparing your ideas with whac I trry to do myself, I e:<pressed
how I feel abouts your teaching meEhod.

Some more remarks related Eo Ehe photographs.

r take them in general noc with one particualry werldefined purpose.
I like picEuring people in a situaEion where that. is in some allowed by Ehe
work-situation r am in, not, when r have no rerat,ion at, alr wich Ehem, 1it<e
beeing on holidays (f have almosE no phoEograps from SA wiEh people outside
the projectwork! ).
PicEure 4 I toke because it orpressed weII Ehe way you talk to the group. Not
as a gruru, buE as someone who want. to keep contacE wiEh the group and at the
some momenE is excited about. Ehe subjecE itself. I tshink the photograph is
raEher good in thaE, respect., because you made Ehat. possible. your
t.eachingmethod needs somebody who is inspired t.o do iE Ehats way, and. we
have to realise Ehat nots everybody is able to be that lively and
radianE. Teaching style is personal.

Several of the phoE's I tsoke because f liked the involvment of the students.
You can easily see the cooperaE,ion on number 6, r rike waht. you can carl
'shared concentration'. Photographically Eheir should be an object. on (of out.of) the picure wher ewrYbody,s eyes are aimed at. It,s the calculator Ehere.

I mad one picture with conq)ass and calculaEot. combined in th e situation.
ILrat's because thaE was an inportant elemenE in one of the Eask George
and I carne up. (Itre 60-degree limit. f broughE. In) .

Picture 10: It is beautiful new hall, but, the architecture is in complete
cont,radiction with your teaching-aimsl on number 3 you see how you handel thatproblem. I found iE for myself Iike beeing late in che cinema ana cne only free
seat. is in the middel of a long row. on e more aspect of this, in groupwoik
in this kind of situat,ion, there is always one in the middele and 2 at the
sides and matbe more a! Ehe side-sides. rue beEt,er situation is free
moveable t,ables of course, even if the group is this large.
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f remeber one phoEograph (maybe your nr:mber 9, buE Ehe colorpicture will bebetter) exglressing how some studenE.s work. Ttrere were Ehis boxes in the
middle of Ehe sheet, and the sEudent,s had Ehe go on wirh Ehe halving etc. On 9
you se how accurate the boxes are copied. Some people feel secure with that
kind of work, are more br:sy with cleanness and drawing acctrracy than with mauhit.self. I tried in a booklet, for WO-B (15 yera old) thaE they also learned Eo
work sketchy. It is difficult. This morining I saw Ehat. Eext. beeing used. inclass. A girl (this happens more wiEh girls Ehan boys) was t.i-rne consumed.

.useless accuraEe with the firsts ,skeEchy, Eask!

Is picture 8 with Ehe pieces of paper? I made such pictures because they show
you can use Kindergarterunethods like pape:*rork, folding eEc. on r:niversitylevelalso. Some teachers se that, older sEudenEs don'E like it. ttraU's simply nottme, but you have t,o Eake Ehe Ehing serious as a teacher, ers it wili-not
work.

Dear Larry, I can't come up wiEh much more on Ehe momenE, so I mail you this
now

I hope me notes also express clear enough Ehat. I enjoied very much beeing
present. in your class and hope to see you working wich your students in ihe
same exciting way again sometimes!

Don't hesitate to correspond more with me about. aI this.
Last. weeks wher verlr sEressy in preparing Ehings, so I didnts react fast. May be(but I a1s make planning misEakes) I am more relo<ed from the beginning of
novemhr.

Greet,ings

Aad
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l"lLL4 / L24

COMMENTS ON PHOTOGRAPHS

Bv Jansie. Dec. 1995

The photos show something of the way the class is organised, how
the students understand their class time, and the role of the
Iecturer. There are hints about how a small working group of
students is 'formed' in the first pIace, what effect the lecturer/s
intervention has, and'most of the photos give us a glimpse of what
happens in small group interaction.

As can be seen in the photos, the seating arrangement in a lecture
theatre is fixed in such a way that group work j-s actually
discouraged. The students are forced by the seating to work in
groups of no ,more than 3 | and the lecturer has to move rather
awkwardly between the benches when he visits each group.

How a group is formed:
Photos 1-5 of the 'workshop-Iectures' are pictures of the same
group, one woman and two men, presumably taken chronologically. In
(1) the woman is working alone, one man is looking at what the
other is doing. Larry is talking to the next group (of 3 students).
In photo (2) the attention of the woman is also focussed on what
the man is explaining, in fact one could say that a group has now
been socially 'defined' by the attention of all three focussed on
the same object. The man doing the explaining is pointing and his
head is moving a bit as he is talking, the eyes and bodies of the
other two are directed at what he is pointing out on his paper. By
photo (4) the woman, too, is actively involved, discussing with the
man next to her.

In my experience, groups form quite spontaneously in this manner:
When the lecturer poses a weII-formulated problem, somewhat
challenging and interesting, and he then allows the students the
'space' (time and opportunity) to accept the challenge of the
problem, they start working together with those sitting next to
them. Although students sharing the same first language tend to sit
and work together, it doesnrt generally matter that their
backgrounds differ. Here and there a student prefers to work on
his/her own, but often senses that he/she is missing out, deprived
of the interaction in the small groups..

Looking at the row of students behind the group of 3 focussed on
above: There j-s a student with a jersey with a zig-zag pattern
directly behind them, who in photo (1) is sitting alone. To the
left of him, (seen from our perspective) 2 seats away, is a student
wearing a black top. By photo (2) these 2 students are now sitting
together - the man with the black top having moved to the right of
the student with the jersey. Cf especially photo (5).
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Lecturer' s intervention:
Photo's (3) and (4) show us how Larry 'teaches'. In (3) he talks to
the group of 3 shown in photo's (f) and (2). There is an animated
discrissi6n going on one man is in the process of gesturing or
pointing, the other is about to say something or in the niddle of
saying it - the 2 of them obviously focussed on the object.o! their
di-scuision. The woman is slightly distracted, but I think only
momentarily, probably by the camera - (2 rows back there is also a
woman stariing to smile at the camera) - but her body, hand and pen
are still directed towards the centre of attention of 'her' group.
The focus has shiftgd from previously, but is not directed
exclusively at Larry

In my experience, the lecturer/tutor plays these roLes in
interiction with the small groups: urging students to get to work
or try a problem, often this involves clarifying what the question
is asking; once the students are working, to actively give them the
opportunity to ask for assistance; if they don't ask anything, to
walcn them working or listen to them speaking, and intervening when
an error/problem is encountered. Interacting with smaII groups
rather than the whole class, gives the students a chance to respond
- to ask, reformulate in an attempt to clarify, explain to show the
lecturer they understand, discuss - with much Iess inhibition than
if they had to talk in the contect of the whole class. This lack of
self -c-onsciousness is evident in photo ( 3 ) . The art of this
facilitation is have a good relationship with the students, and
also not to cause the group/s focus to be directed entirely at the
facilitator - the focus should. remain on the problem itself if the
interaction is to be productive.

In photo (4) Larry is addressing the whole class. The group of 3 is
focussing of their work. It looks.like Larry is calling the class's
attention to somthing discussed with this group, because the group
apparently does not need to listen at this moment. Four students
Uenina the group can be seen listening attentively to him. Larry is
gesturing with both hands, and his gaze is directed somewhere
towards the centre of the class (the group of 3 is sitting towards
the right of centre of the room - cf photo (1) ) .

Over time, the students get used to Larry's body languaqe. He has
developed consistent ways of signalling whether it is time to
ad.dress the class as a whole , oY whether they should get on with
their work and he will move around to their groups. He does not
need to demand the rapt attention of every student in class before
he speaks to them. When he speaks towards the centre of class,
loud1y enough, gesturing, they generally stop working for a moment
and listen. When he looks down and talks to the people in front of
him, they get on with their work in groups (photo (1) ). His
intervention in this way is helpful to the students when it is
brief so that their attention to their group work is not entirely
broken. The signals require consistency so that they become part of
classroom culture.
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Group work:
The iest of the photos show us how groups function'

Sometimes group members appear to work individually, but their body
Ianguage =[ro*=- that at any moment they may again interact with one
anofn"i: e.g. photo (5). ihe group members remain sitting slightly
turned. towaral the centre, i= far as this is possible with the
awkward seating. Sometimes group members sit and write or focus on
their own work, Uut comment for another to hear, dS they are doing
so. I assume that is what is happening in photo (7). Students also
Iook at what group members are doing without speaking: photo (8)'

It is necessary to allow the students to interact spontaneously
according to social, unwritten codes of interaction. The groups
need time and opportunity for informal implicit (usualIy unspoken)
'agreements' Ii-ke: t'the I of us wiII work together'r, rrwe can Iook
at one anotherrs work without it being interpreted as plagiarism",'
'rall group members wilI participate in working on the problem (not
just iatcn what the others are doing) ", I'no member wiII dominate";
6r "no group member will distract others constantly from the workrt,
etc. ThLse are not things that can be enforced. They work best when
mutually and informally agreed upon, and most adults are very
capable of interacting productively in this way. For aII this, the
stud.ents need to be allowed the 'space' - if a lecturer dominates
the class most of the time, it will not happen, group work wiII
fai1.

The graphic calculator can serve as a focal point to get students
to inteiact and discuss mathematics, particularly as there are not
enougrh for each student to have one. In photo (6) aII attention is
direited at the calculator. Perhaps it makes it easier for shy
students to be drawn into this interaction situation, where they do
not need to take the initiative to seek interaction with their
class mates (?).

Math-Iab:
In the photographs of the mathematics laboratory, the group work is
even more visible, due partly to the seating arrangements (around
tables) and. partly to the absence of a lecturer. the students are
clearly interacting with one another. They are also obviously
actively involved with the work. The way students are looking at
each other in photo (4) is typical of the math-Iab situation: two
students are looking intently at someone, Iistening, thinking. The
arrangement allows for eye-contact, which improves communication.

The math-Iab is an interesting innovation, encouraging students to
become independent learners, and 'owning' their work. It goes one
step further than the ,workshop-Iecture'. Here is even more freedom
to torm non-verbal agreements, and for students to control their
own interaction, within the framework of the expectation of the
course/lecturer that they work on mathematics and specific tasks.
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Think back
answers to
appreciated!

APPENDIX 9

MATHEMATICS 114: QUESTIONNAIRE 2

to the f irst semester of this year and provide
the following questions. Your cooperation is

honest
deeply

2

1. What did you think of the "workshop" approach to lectures?

Before you started studying at university, how did you expect to
be taught?

Would you prefer the traditional way of lecturing?

Were the "workbook-notes" useful?

Was working with graphics calculator helpfu!?

How would you describe your feeling towards mathematics now?

What is your opinion of the course?

How difficult/easy was it to pass the course?

How do you think the course can be improved?

10. Anything else you wish to say about the course?

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
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LAB ON LIMITS

A: THE SKY lS THE LIMIT

Take two equal pieces of paper and carry out the process as illustrated
in the first column. The sums (series) formed at each step by colouring
in half of the remainder is noted in column 2, and the third column
forms a sequence of the remaining uncoloured piece of paper. Continue
the process for at least 10 steps, then answer the questions that
f o llow.

1 1

1r* z
1

z

11l+ , + q
1

4
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Questions:

1. Does this process stop?

2 ls the sequence in column 3 approaching any number? If so, what
is it?

3. Referring to column 2: You can never reach 2 in this way! But

Make an estimation of the number of steps you need to have a sum
of at least 1,999. (210 > 103, 210 - 1024)

ln how many steps can you, for sure, obtain a sum of at least
l,ggggg?

4

5
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B: GROWING REGULARITY

Look at the pattern in the diagramme below.

1

P

There are two starting points, P1 and P2, and circular arcs, drawn after
each other: With your compass centred at P1 and radius P1P2, draw arc 1

to obtain point P3. Then with your compass centred at P2 and the same
radius draw arc 2 to obtain Pa. And so on. The lines are parralle!.

Try the above process for yourself and see whether any regularity
emerges if you go on for quite a while. Does this regularity
depend on the starting points?

2. Here is one step in the process:

o
V

x
P

R is the last point found. Why is PQ = PR ?
lf x = 80" , what is the value of y ?

3. Now take your Tl-85 calculator. Make sure it is in degree mode.
Enter: 80
Enter: 90 - 0.5 .

The means: put the last answer there

PP

P

1

R

2 3
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4. lf you press ENTER again, the calculator will apply the same
formula. Try it, say 10 times, and see what happens. Then go on
until you seem to reach a limit.

Does your observations agree with what you found in question 1?

5. We need the graph of the function

Y=90-0.5x (1)

It tells you how the next angle (y) is found from the current
angle (x).

Now in the following step, this next angle (y) becomes the current
angle (x), so that it will also be necessary to have the graph of

Y=x (2)

Draw both graphs on the axis provided.

6 Mark a starting point on the x-axis for your first x and draw a
line to graph (1) to obtain the first y. Now use graph (2) to find
the next x. With this x find the next y. Repeat this process a few
times.

Does this process "home in" on any particular angle?

7 Which equation do you have to solve to obtain this limiting value?
Does it give your the same answer?

Draw the graphs on the Tl-85 using range of [0,90] by [0,180]
Then use the TRACE facility to find the value in 6.

lf time allows, answer the questions on the next page

8
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9. Which answer below is correct:

(A) lf your is not 60, 90 - 0.5 " ANS is also not 60. You
will never reach 60

(B) lf you press ENTER often enough you will reach 60 after some
time

10. We try to make (A) above more accurate:

Suppose your angle x is different from 60, say

x=60+d

then y will also differ from 60, say

Y=60+e

Find a relation between e and d, by substituting these values for x
and y in the formula Iinking x and y.

11. Conclusions:
lf d is positive, e is
lf d is negative, e is

But, always, lel = ldl .

12 Formulate your conclusions about:
(a) What happens with the angles in the long run!

(b) How the pattern looks in the long run!
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uwc, Ml 14 (1995)
LIMIT AT A POINT OF A FUNCTION: A(8)

1. Graph f on the GC using [-10, 10] by [-5,5] and make a copy of the
sketch in the s e below:

2. Complete the two tables below:
x r (x)

0.9
0.99
0.999

0.99999

0.9999999999

3. Complete the following statements
x

lim (x - 1)'
x-+1f

x f (x)
1.1

1.01

1.001

1.00001

1.0000000001

x

lim (x - l)'
x+1-

lim
x-+1

x
(x - 1)'

x

lim
x+1

(x- 1)' = f(1) ? ls f continuous at x = 1 ?4. ls
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